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Finally, conclusio_ns are drawn- and 
developme-nt . of a ·more efficient MUN (Memorial University of'Ncwfo-undland) 
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wood e~pansion factor 
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section modulus 
spring stiffness constant 
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plate end load 
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Chapter'. 1,_ · 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1. SA WMILLING MACHINES - A BRIEF HISTORY. 
. ' 
Saws In all forms th~ougho~t\the ages have served one spccifi~ ~urposc; to ~ 
' . -. . I 
alt.rr the cross-section of n. log "from· its naturn:l ~round form ~o n: shape, .usually _\ .. · 
square-or rectangular, beiter suited to th.' constructiOn· projec; ot. hnnd . . The. ~~ 
, ejrliest ~aws known _to man ~ere reciprocatin' b~ades _m.ad~ ~rom ·~t~n_t. ·_Ln._tcr, . ·j' .· 
bronze 'l>lades were used, specifically in Egyptian hand saws, pulled in one 
. ' . . . 
.. 
directio~ only because of the lack.o£ stiffness of the s~fl metal. Over-the centuries 
,, . . 
larger ~aw types evolved, .more erri~ie~t and compljcated and requiring' more 
' \ 
power, in most cMes of the animate type. In the pit saw method of producing 
~ . 
boards and planks for example, a . log sat horiiontally ovar a pit ,while two men, 
one in the pit .a~d one above, pulled the blade up and s:l'owo. o Tha log w~ shifted 
forward when necessary ~ the sp.wing progressed (see Fig. 1-1) 1. Th'e process .was . 
pack breaking and the lumber produced .was relatively . inaccurate in terms· ·of 
' . 
straightness and uniformity o( thickn~ss. · 
........... 
' . Over a period of time machines evolved in w~i<:~r blades were mounted in a 
. ' • • • • • l . 
fra!Jle or · sash, guided m"echanically iri reciprocation for greater precision:. 
' - ' 
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Figure 1-1: Pit Saw 
a single pn,ss o·r ~the log through the ;as~· Su~h saws have actually b~:~ in use for 
ce~vel~pi'ng in· .the ~e~p.t1me how_e;er we~e th~ tw~·- otbe_r staples of. th~ - ·-
. ... ' · . . . 
sa\vmilling _ indul)try. The first; the cjrcul_ar saw., w~ p'atent_ed m 17Q02• ·The · 
·early on~s h~d blad~~- four f~et _in diameter and three-eights ·or ·an~ inch thick . 
Mo_dcrn circular~·blad.es ca.n be much larger in diamete.r: with thicl\n.esses of 5/16 
.. . . 
inch to 3/B·inch. The ·second· development, introduced in 1890's; was the b~nd 
•. 
. . . . . 




.. • i 
Modern band saw oladr~ ha~e very minimal thicknesses, as low a5 1/3~ 
. ,,\ . 
All t~r~·e machines have inherent advantages ·and disadvantages. The 
, 
. . . - . . 
.. • • 0 
cir-cular saw is the' cheapest to purchase and install· and is extr'emely ruggep·, and 
. . . . . . ,... ~ " ~ . ... 
therefore . r~,j~ires :minimal _ ikills_: in o~aiion ~nd tiiailiten~nee. · H~V:~vOr, . .. 
geometry dictates .·the · necessity of Dt . relatively. great blade · thickness. ,for cu~ting 
• - • 1 •• 
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L · · · .ac~ur&cy S:riddu~ability, a.~4 .. th~s ~.- high' wastag~ to 'prod~~~n r~ti~. is inevitable: ·. . ·-:;:.·( 
\. >: · ; _he b~n~ .$~w: pr~duc~~ ~ mu;h 'th_if. ke~r, ~~nd e~n suSt~i~ .'"Oatlog ~~~d~at~ · . ~;- ~ 
~- :: . :. , . through h 1gb tilad e ,sp~eds. How,~er 1t lll~.d1ffJCult to ~p~rate m .gang forma.t, and · · · • , , ::i 
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thus only one bqn.rd or cant is normally produced during a. single pass. ·The 
modern sash or gang s w~Tt:e is a. m~siv~e piece of machinery, re~uiring 
t ' • 
foundations and sophisticated counterba.ln.ncing, a$ a heavy tmmense mo 
rigiq frame is re~uired to maintain the numerous blades in equal high tensioq. Its 
ptima~i advantage ji its low wastag~ lev~l per blade, comparable i~ that of the 
band saw, while being able ~-o proquce accurate, multiple boards at a rcnsonablo 
• 
rate. -As · well, the blades are usu-ally simple and e~y to n:tnintn.in and/or replace 
with minimum production downtime. 
... \ ' . .. 
. ' 
The following section elaborates o'n the pros and cons of t.he vnriou~· saw 
I . • ~ 
. ; . .• . . . ' . : 
t)'pcs as· a prdude "to· th:e ·d~velopment ·or the MUN sash saw. '· ·. , • 
. r ~ 
1.~. B~9~G~OUNp TO T_~E J:l~<?~J~CT 
·. Studies performed. d-uri~g· the 1Q70's in~icat~.d that about 1440 registered 
' . 
sawmills existed in th~ province of Newfou·ndla~d at the time, most of which were 
.· 
P';IS~-benc~~mills with large diaJ!leter circular pladcs·. AS such, they ar.e ~~t.rcmcly . 
, . Wa§teful of raw materials, and energy 1 due to wide ;kerr CUtS and }n:rge planing 
. ai!Owancfr?r l~k ol precisio~ in cutthig. Such o~sei~ation~ ~ere noted._ during . 
. . 
an investigation into:-tJle · ind~st~y by · J. W . . Church and L. M. Zeidler, ~~ose : . 
I.'.·;~ 
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equjpme.nt,. had to be r~as~na~r~ in price_, energy errici~nt, nd easy .to install and 
' . - - ~----
... ~-
maintain, and thus involve a fairly low level or te~hnolo_gy 
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4 
t.he Federal Can~di~n Forestry Serv-ice, · • . p;ojOet was initiated idugusl,l9;9 to 
. 
· develop an improved sash saw, iej one which would re~ain the advantages inherent 
\in the sawing me~hod . while reducing or eUminting the negative" ~pee~. "In 
· · t~il~ring the de:ign ·ror Ne~foundland qpe~ation~. specifically for the · sawint ~r 
relatively small .diameter logs, a more radical- sash suspensiop and drive, throu'gh 
whkh .t.he 'design objectives could be reached, was' realized. 
·Con temporary sash saw designs generally incorporate a simple sash 
travelling in Vert~cal oscillation ~ithin .vertical -guides, driyen by a motor, . crank, 
,·. 
. 
. ~nd con.~ecting 'rod ·ar~an~ment. The full . st~oke travel in these machin~s is f~rly . 
·- \ ·; . . ' . .. . .. ' . 
. :large, to_ accomoda~e. massive logs .. ·. The . . long sa.Sh ·travel ~ict.ates long free, .Or 
. ·u~g~~de·~ . b:iade ~pans, . and . th·l}~ high. bla~~oads _to _·m,aint~in pr?per te~sions fo~ 
accurate sawing are necessary. : He~vy rigid sash ~frames are common, with masses 
which can reach. 40~ kil?grams in Swedish . frame saw designs. With ty_pical 
.: .. 
;'.' 
. · . 
' ' • I' ,~ 
" ~' • l 
. . 
. .. 




. .. .. 
. oscilliit'ion frequencie~ between 300 'and 400 cycles per minute, combined with long, \ . 
. . . 
strokes and massive frames, the . i~ertia f~rces ~~ll rea:.ch ~0 tqnnes in the 
.  
. ~ . . 
·. connecting rods, ·.which can themselv~s weigh 250 ki~ograms. The ~nd result ~s the 
• 4 ' • - • ' 
' . 
... " t. - . - >:1 
first . rtlJl-jOr disadva~tage of the ~on temporary fra·me saw;. it is a massive, non-
- . . . . . . _, . . .-· 
. . 
. . portable . piece of ma,chinery' which must be mounted on. an . immense .concrete' . . 
\ . . ' . 
: . . \ -.. . 
: roun<J..ntion·, 1,1p to ~ much ~ 100-cublc ·metres in·: volume. In the Swedish 
. . ~ . : . . . . . "'~ . '- . . . . . . .. ·. . .· . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . :' . . ... . . . . . . 
sawmilling community, laws dictate that these saws be outside a set · residential 
. . . ,, 
. . 
. I ' proxi.m~ty, d.ue to .~igh _generated ~o~se • a_nd vibr,ation levek ._Muitiple· ·$aWS . mus~ 
her - ~p~rated. · .~ut' .or ·phase,'. ~r. ~t dif(~~rent ~peeds, · to ~r~verit s~perimposed. 
. . . ~ . . ·. . . . . .. 
. . 
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:, .t,. 
~:,_(_· ·. . : ·vibratiqiial effects·: .& weii; tho co.ncrete mounting foundatioris · must 'not .be. .· .. i .• } 
f ·.; .. . . • 0 • • • • • • • • • • ~ , · , 
tk},/ . ' . . ·connected directly . to _beslrock; through: which vibrations could be -·trari.smitte9 . to ·. : : ... :.- :_;~}: 
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The second disadvantage of the sta:ndard sash snw design lS also t\ 
. ' 
consequ.enc~ o( l_arge sash and connecting rod masses. · Large Corccs and thus high 
~ 
power are required for high ac.celeration and dec.ellcration during normal 
operating oscilhition rates. In some cases complex and expensive countQrbnlnndng 
equipment is incorporated, the driving of which r~quircs somc-ndditionnl power. 
The fin~l problem with· the conventional design \s a consequcnc·e or the 
. 
actual sawi~g motion. In band sawing each individual tooth will !Jlllke a complete 
. . 
cut tlir.ough a log, from top to bottom, removing a. strip. of material whose width ' 
·. • • ' • ' I • 
\ is a 'function of the rat~ at which the log is fed i~to the. qlade {see Fig . . i .. ~): Thq . 
. . . . . ! .. 
. ' . 
most.., efficient and ec'onomical feed is realized when the volume of removed . ~ 
. . ... ' . - : ' . - .. ... . . ·. . 
"' . I • ' • 
ina£etia1 matches th~ volum'e inside the t~oth 1guliet'' 'into which it must be stored' 
llr . . - . . .. . 
' ., b ' ~ • • • 
whiie the too_th remains inside · the log. A .similar situation exists with the circular 
' l .. - , 
blade, where ea~h tooth cuts_ an _.arc-shaped strip .of a width dependent ag~m on 
the·log f.eed rate (see ~ig. 1--3)1. I~ both cases the cut matc;~al is exp~Ued when · 
..,. -
··-
the tooth leaves the log. - In sash sawing however1 due to the stroke reversal,·. a 
.. 
tooth may or may not make a complete pass through a log, depending o.n its 
~. 
.· .~ ~ . 
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• 0 • • · · · -'p~sition Qn the blade relative lo _the_ log. Thus a tooth will ·not. have the · · 
opportunity to dump its respective cut material ~nless it· completes its cutting 
., 
stroke after exiting ._the log . at th'e bottom. ·As wel_l, It will not likely remove a· '. · · 
. . .. . r 
continuous. strip ·or material in any case, as the· reciprocating motion. o! the blade 
. ... . 
leaves an irregular lterf shape behind aft~r a cutting stroke. This irregular shape. 
' • • • I 
' . 
also 'induces back-cutti.ng, or the driving or-tlie backsides ·or the teeth into t_~e kerr 
during the . return st'rok.~ .• · Back· ct.itting can . c~use undue wear on tbe t.eeth, as 
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Figure 1-2: · 
' 
Band ._Saw Stri~· Cutti~g 
·-; lit. •r ,M~~ee 
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' . The MUN" sasli . saw in its present form (illu~trated i~· the photogta.phs · of 
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" ,, ~~!:> :---:.:. Fig. 1~4): . through . makin·g .use o~ :the· .Prop~rty of torsional rigidity' -in p~rallel 
~l~ .. ~: 0 • ' 0 • I ;~;~<.~·:> . pln.t~s; : ~n.S all 9f the ~dv~nta~es .  or ~he gang saw, and few. or i,ts . d~sadvantages. . ·. ~ 
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No precision guides a:re required~ coptrol _the mdtion or the frame . . Insten:d or 
using massive Clywhe~nergy neep~d to assist in the revers~! of. the fr~.me's 
. - . . 
motion at the end of each stroke is .stored as potential elastic ~nergy fn deflected 
' . . . 
plates (see -~ig.' 1-4 and 2-1). T~is type of susp~ns1o~ f>rovides sufficfcn't stfffness 
. I 
to resist lateral and torsional deflections 1during sawing. In tuning the drive to the 
. . 
natural frequency of. vibration of the plate spring sy.stem, energy fnput is required • 
.. 
I 
'only for the actual sawing,! and _ _!.o ·ovef,come some · small internal damping and' 
. . .. . . I o • 
windagp_ losses. Thus .connecting rods need not be· unreasom1bly massive. In · 
I ' ' 
designing the saw for~the · c.2_tt-in~ . o.f s~all~r iogs, ~troke l~pgth~ ~~e sm:alitirr· as .arc 
, the blade free l~ngths. Thus. th~ sash ne d · not be so rigid, as .lower blade loads 
~h~uld ·be ~equired· fo~ accurate cutting: ., The e~d results of- the.se modifications . 
• • • ~ J 
.. 
are mucP, lower vibrational effects, neg,jgible noise, and mucli lower power 
requirements. Co~bined with the minimal wastage of. thin. band-saw 'type bl~dcs, 
.. 
the MUN sash saw is an attractive, innovat~ve pie?~ of equipment. 
The la5t design ·consideration, the. one explored herein, is the final 
disadvantage' of the' frame saw; back-cutting effects. In convenflonal de'signs, no 
. . , ' I , 
. ' 
- .• 
standard acceptable approach to t_h~ problejn exists; In simpler 'mathines and in 
. I 
... . ( 
the eatly years of frame sawing, saw overha~g, or an inclination of the bl11de from . • I-- • ' 
the· :vertical was normally incorporated. ~t will be shown. in this study that 
overhang alone is not a complete .. so~ution. In more complex machines, such as . .... 
~ . 
... .. ·. 
·'': 
.. 
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.. . Kokum's Figure-S model shown schematically in Figure (1-5'), the frame . ends 
. travel in -paths as suggested ~y. .the. n~m~, so that. it is co~tinuously s~in~~~it~ . 
. , . . . 
..., 
res_pect to the vertic~l pla~e5. This allo~s the .teeth to pull out and awa; from . ·. , -· -: 1, • • 
' · tlie ke~r at ' the e~d of. a C\Jt. In other mod'els, suc_h . as Esterer's ·vollgatter gang . . ~. 
~~· .'.\ .. ·. 
·~· ·, ,.s · ~· ~ .. . ·: .~ ~ 
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Figure 1-4: The MUN Sash Saw 
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saw, overhang is coqne~ With an 
reduce or eliminate back-cutting6 . 
oscill~ting or intermittent l~g.. -fe~d speed to 
. ' ' 
· .. ···Due to fr:J_t;9.e mounting .constrictions in the MUN saw, swinging of the fraJlle · 
~-- . . 
.is not a -practiJ~Iution. It is the final combination of overhan~: 3.Ild variahle 
\ 
· log feed wh-ich bas been evaluated. The following section introduces the approach .. 
l.'(.' 
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1.3. OBJECTIVES OF TillS STU~Y.. 
A project to study in detail the-)ditematics of m¢ion of the kame _during 
- ' ' .......... f • , 
operation was initiated, in. the fa} I of 1983 as a topic of graduate research in 
• • t .. 
mechanical engine~,r!n_g design. Detailec\' lnerat~r\:earches indicated that no such 
study had ever been documented, specific to a frame sawing situation. With no 
obvious starting point for the research, the onus Jay in the development a.·nd 
substant-iation of novel theories relating primarily to th~ ~N sash . sawing 
concept. The material contained herein therefp;e relies very littte upon anq refers 
very seldom to background mat.f)rial. 
Th~ principal o.bjectlve here is the qualification and quantific'ation of the · · 
motion of the individual saw teeth .with respect to the material bein.g sawn, and 
the use of the developed equatio.ns in the determination of optimum sawing 
pn.rnmeters. Tli~ first step towsrds ~his goal is a geometric and dynamic analysis 
·or the plnte -spring. '·support ~ystem of the ·saw, through ~.echa.nics of solids 
. ' . 
principles nnd vibration anaJysis t~chniqu~s. T.hese lead to the development of a 
computer program whi,ch produces traces simulating the relative paths of 
individual teeth as .th.ey cut their way- through a log during the sa~ing process. 
. . . ' . ,, 
• . 
The trace shapes are governed by inpiJt values of the system variables in question~ 
. log feed speed parameters; saw blade inclination, and tooth and g'ullet geometrical 
. factors. \ 
• I ~. t, 
'The second part of this stuqfis the detailed analys.is of the generated tra~es. 
.... . . .. .. . 
. . 
The· main foc·us i~ upon the shape of the face of the advancing log,.' or ·kerf:·profile, 
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·the trace.s, it is possible., to 4etermine the shapes and amounts of material rem91cd 
' ~ I • ~ ' 
by an individual tooth. The kerf s'&ape also indicates possible points or' 
, ~ a 9 • 
.of~terference of the tooth during ~~~ no~-s~wi~g _upstroke, as ~~·ell ) the clearance 
av~lable for advance of .the log. ~ · ) 
After assignment of some syste~ objective values,•the end ·result 1s the 
CO> ..> 
'de'riva~ion of zystem equations, solution to 'which· provid~s· ni~m!>ers. for the 
Vll;riables 'in q~est.ie>n, Thus the o~je~tive .of optimizing .the cutting acti~·n ·or the 
' . 
saw, through determination of optimum .system·parameters, is reali.~ed. Not_c lb~t . 
throughout th'is pape~, ,.the British system .. of u_nits . is employed, as 'this is the form 
a ~ 
in which materiaLprop'e.rties, ·tooth cha.rac~eris_tics·; sawing stroke, · etc. are 
. . ,.,.- .. 
expressed. .The' final re~ults however~ are shown in SI units primarily, and 
• 
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' . ' 
coMPUTER SiMULATION 
' 
Four geometric and/or dynamic. characteristics of the system are i~v~lved in · 
.'i lhc" d~~eloprncnt of tf(e co~put..er program, li~t.ed as A.l in the appendix, which 
sim·uJ~elativc motio~s·of the,sa~ blade teeth. These. include ·the 
. . 
• ·, 
vertical nnd .. horiiontal displa'c~ments 0 0r' the saw blade cantilever suppo~t ,system, 
- · · t ... ~ • • • • • ..! • • • 
.. . . ~
the frcq~.ency of os<:illation of the cantilever plates, the log. feed function specffics, 
• ... . • . f . , 
• t!l • ' I 
. . . . 
~.and , 't~h·e: -~aw blade ·and. set-up geo~try. Each topic. ~ill be explored and 
discussed in this· chapter. 
' . 
;· 
. ·-- . . . ~. [ ~~ 
"2.1. PLA:TE ~DEFLECTION ·ANALYSIS . 
. ,· \~ ... . - .. 
. . . ~) -
\ . - ~ 
--
' - . . 
plate spr~in the vertical d.ire~ti~,n'; .wit.hi.n maximum am~littlde lt~its. Th.e 
sit.ullt.ion ts· ~llustrated in Figur.e (2-.1), . v( t). being a sinusoidal-shaped time-bas~d 
. • ; . . • • I! \ 
fu~c.~ion . of frequency 'w'. 0 As ·sho~h jn .Figure (2-2), · a vertical displ'acement i.s. 
• • • .,o tl • 1! •, ~· • . . 8 • II • ; 
· . ~ccompanied" · by a horizontai displ~cement · ax( t),_ giving t~e at.tac.bed blade-
. ' . 
· mounting sash !:.natural c~rv~<)J patb_ of -tr.avel. It is this shape which .most· . 
• J' • • ' 
. ... - . . .. . . 
distinguishes. \he cutting action Qf this mechanism 'from that of a standard frame 
. .. ' . -. .. . . / . 
saw. It ~ is also the reason that the cutting. me'chanics must .be strictly examined 
.~ 
.. and evaluated. 
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'Figure 2-1:. · Sash Mounting • Side .View 
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· . The rigid clampjng at_ both ends of the plate giv~ · tiie deOecte~ shape s~own 
. .. 
'· 
. . . . ~ ..., . 
in Figure (2.-.2}. T~e ~oun~a~y condiiio~s- impos~d, as functions· or the bo)'izontal.: , 
distance fro~ the )eft-hand end, are thus: .~ . 
I 
.. ! 
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v (O) = 0 
:' 
dv 
-(0) = 0 dx 
dv 
-(L) = o. dx (2.1) 
d?v 




where the first · .and second derivatives · of ve~tical displac~ment represent 
·-
----, - . t 
~~spectively the slope" ~nd curv.ature at a point on the beam. The free-body 
t 
diagram of ·the plate. systell! is iJlustrated in Figure '(2-3), with positive !llOment 
- . . ' . . - 1 




, ~u=ML=-~ . 2 
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Figure 2-3: ·Plate Free-Body Diagram 




Afi distance ~x' ftom the left-hand end, equa.ting ths-sum ·or the mom~nts to z.ero, 
• • • , · . • 0 0 ~ 'J 
gives: ' ,. 
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• -< •) 
· ' ' . { dwv 
1\:nowing that (for a beam e]emept), I: M = EI-;;: 
' dz-
.. 
PL d2v ' 
, .. dx_ ... -Px+-:;- (EI~ (2.-t) 
Integrating once: 
0 
I') . • 
Px~ PLx · . dv 
- - + _;,.._ + C _:_ EI-
2 2 1 . ·dx (2.5) 
\ 
From the second boundary condition; C1 = 0. Integrating again: " --
-
Px3 PLx2 r 
- · -+-+ C - Elv 6' 4 . 2-.:- (2.6) 
· From t.he first boundary · condition; C2 = 0. The dcfk-clion of th'c b<mm at any 
4 
polnt along it.s lengt.h is thus given as: 
. . 
' . 1 PLx2 
v(x) =-(-




·~At X·= L: •• 
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. '...,' . ~ . . 
A value of horizontal displacement r~r a given vertical displacement 1V1 can be • 
I • ' I 
• • , ' • • J 
. · obtaiped from.· the beam elastic curve,' which from Equation (2.5) above is: 
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· dv PLx 
El-=-dx 2 
From Pyth~goras' Theorem, the.length of the infinitesimal curve 'ds', shown 
,!n' Figure (2-4) is given as: 
ds = Jdx2 -f.' dv2 
$ 
or: 
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Infinitesimal Curve 
(2.10) . ·: 
tlV 
'ds' being approx1mated a.s a. stra,.ight segment; Kli<?wing that tbe lenit,h of (he . 
. ~ . 
··neutral central- plan~ of the plate 'remai.~s constant Cor any d~flecfion shape, and 
~ • ' • ... 0 • • ' ) • • • 
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After substituting · (2.11} into- (2.10), the length of the plate, through integral . 
summation, becomes: 
... 






where 'x ' is L the horizontal span of the plate under a reasonable s'tatc of I 
If ' 
. . ' . 
distortion. The difference between the coostant.curve length, ie; the undisiortcd 
horizqntl!-1 span 'L', and the upper integral ~imit 'zL' is the . amount or end 
. . I . . . 
horizontal displacement c"oincident with·'a specified ~nd .Yertical dl!$p!a·cement 'v' 
of the pla.te .. 
' . 
.To det~rmine 'zL'· for a specific .'v'~ Equation~ (2.8) and (2.12) ar:e first us~d 
. ~ 
. t . . 
to express 'K' in terms or 'v': 
. -
. 
~= 6v . · '(-2.14) 
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.It s~ould be noted that this entire method is based upon mechanics of §Olids 
- theories, whic~assume small defle~tions ·.in beam elements. This situation d?es 
not fit. dc~rly within ~hos~Jimitations, ·as plate elements rather· than bea~s are 
involved, and .the ~a'<imum ~nci deflecti9n ~ is 3 inches for., a plate length of 40 . 
. ~ 
. . . 
inches·, or ab'out .1 iq 13. Non-linear ~.ehavio~ in )erms o~· deflec~ion ve~sus load : ~ 
rna~ ~6r~·i·I{be expected in such ~i'tmitiol}s:· but_.the sol~ ·:co~cerJ! of thi~ ~·nalr._sis .. 
is geometry. All aspects of. power ·and load · are ignm'ed. Stiffness factor~ 'E' and 
'I';· Youn·g's mpdulus and bending moment of inertia, also cancel out of the final 
. . 
expression,· negating the effects of stiffness variation. between plate and beam 
. . . 
-
elementS: Assuming that the shape of Figure (2-2) . remains accurate, Equation 
(2.1S)·des~ribes ac~U.r'\tely ~vertical and horizoh~OI geometry . 
.. , . .. . . . .. 
/ ~ . . . . 
. Du,e to the c.rank dri~e of the ~g mechanism, the plat~ end . deflection 
v~ries from harmoni~ motion slightly during operation, and h!15 been taken a52: 
.. ' ·.;1 
v(t) = . CKcCJs (wt) + .CR(l '- V 1 CK
2sin 2wt 
. CR2 . ) 
(2.16} 
'· ~ . . .. . . ' . .· . \. 
. . . . . . , '-
whic~ . is s.pecif~c~to the case where th'e.: cr~'nk is moul\ted ~bo~!! .the .driven. member 
. \ 
··(ns In the existing·.e.quipmerit). The aet~al s~t~uJ?..iS illus~rated in the· photograph 
;~ ::.-: . . . ', . 
. , 
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19 
of Figure (2-5). Note that the second part of Equation (2.16) represents the 
deviation from harmonic motion, where 'CK' is the crank length. This deviation 
approaches zero rapidly as 'CR', the connecting rod length, increases with respect 
to 'CK'. 
Figure 2-5: Existing Crank Drive 
In the existing mechanism, 'CR' has been measured at 35.47 inches, while 
'CK' is 3 inches, as mentioned. The maximum deviation, which will occur when 
wl = 1r /2, will be: 
v(1rj2) = 0 + 35.47 (1 
[,..--_ 
-l-
= 0.128 inch 
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where v(,/2) wouJd ~e z.ero 'Cor perfect harmonic motion.' The deviation will tena 
to zero at the extremes, where ~l = 0,11',211', ... .A comparison between h~rmonic 
' . ......-- ' 
...----- ' 
motion.J _and-thiS;specific crank <;~rive motion is shown in Figu~ (2-6). The stroke . 
---- ' 
I( 
top, midpoint~ and bottom positions are Jocated as shown . 
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Figure 2-6: Cr~nk ·Drive/Sinusoid . J?evia.~ion 
t .  
It sh.ould be:· further noted that due. to so~e horizontal motion of. the plat~ . 
. 
end, and therefore of the erank·ro4 to s~h· con~~ction• Equation (2.16).still is:not 
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combine to produce a. very small angle with respect to the vertical, and thus . 
minimum 'vertical positioning error. At t~e vertica~ midpoint, where the error of --
' ~ . 
' • I ' ~· ,. 
. •, .. -~· 
. : .. ·.,-
.. ::: 
Equation (2.16} is greatest, the horizontal displacement of the plate entl, and thus ' · ' 
the equation error, are zero. The displacements given by the crank drive equation 
can how be used to provide more accurate 'results from the calculations or phlte 
span values. 
' The form of Equation (2.15) is a type of elliptic integral, the exact solution 
. ·. -
of which 'would require consi<lerable time and effort. As it is tpe purpose or this 
• . ' . I . . . , 
. . 
a~alysis to develop a computer program for ,saw blade motion simulation, n 
. I 
. ·. 
solution througli . comprit~r. numerical integration, though approximate, was 
deemed both convenient and adequately accurate. In this ~a.se th-e 'final QUme'dco.t 
. .. . . 
. value of the integral i_s known_, while the upper limit is to be determined. The 
• procedure used to calculate this· horizontal span thus employs an iterative s.tcp 
4 • 
. ~nd check value, with .an assumed initial'xL'• as shown in the rlow chart of Figure 
(2-7)". For each successive. new dsumed 'xL'• a sta~dard fourth-order Runv;e-
Kutta method is used to evaluate the integraf. The number of intervals assumed 
~representing_ ttt,_ number -. of strips ~r increrhe.ntal .leng~h below the dcnection 
. -
curve) gives a eompromi§e b.~tween accuracy and comput€tr time employed. 'Fhc 
flow ohart shows the procedure followed in the ge'neration of values for an entire 
sweep of the plate, from v( t) .= '+~.o· to -to. At each incremental time 'n~t' an 
end denection v{ t). !s calculated 'according· to the crank drive equation descri~cd 
. ' . 
above, and a correspo~ding xL(t) output ~Cter. the epsilon _c·h.eck ia satisfied: . 
.. 
•At this point, the.vertical deflection and corresponding h~rizontal span .ror ~ 
. . 
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23 
specified number of tim'e points have been ge_nera.ted and stored, to be r.efetenccd 
later for addition of log feed and tooth offset influence values. The frequency \.1' 
0 
shown above was· determined beforehand, in the manner to be discnssed. in- the 
" following section. ' 
2.2. PLATE VIBRATION ANALYSIS 
' 
The entire ~ash supporting structure can b<; considered a 'space frame' in 
the sense that its flexible plate_s have two ~imensional properties, ns· opposed t/ 
beams, with one dimension in the axial direction: Four of these pl!Ltes, of an 
. . 
( . . . 
acetal re~in with the trade name 'Delrio', are moue ted· in Closely spaced pai'rs 1n 
~-· .-/' "" ' . ' ' . t ~ 
. . . . -· ' 
horizontal · planes .(in the undistorted- mode). . One pair above and one below 
<I .. , • . 
- · 
support the sash or frame into which are mou.nted the straight band-saw section 
0 . ' .. . , ~ 
blades. 
() 
The _ frame is driven ill) vertical oscillation as discussed above by a motor-
c'rank mechanism, approximating the motion described. by Equation (2.16). As 
. ' . 
one outstanding feature of this device is the reduction in power consumption 
through 'the use of ,.plate sprin~ mountings to alternatelly store and expend 
.. 
deflection energy' it is desired to determine the frequency operati6n 'at which 
t.his cycle is most effi~ient. T~is is of course the reso~ant freq ency of the sy~tem, 
. . . . J. 
·at which mip.imum -input force will return maximum deClections. In this section 1 
• "' ' t l • 1 
various methods . are employed, ·from ·basic approximaiions to comp~ter 
. . ' 
algorithms, ~o determine the freq~ency of the first, . a'n4 a.Ssumed only domin~nt 
. . ' 
mode of vibration; that which has the deflection shape shown in Figure (2·2). · 
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2.2.1. Simple beam-gtrder approximation 
The system rna)' be analysed in simplest terms as a mass and sprin{, ~with 
. 
the natural frequency of vibration approximated by: 
... ~ . 
'• 
(2.17) 
where 'k' is the stiffness, or spring constant of the system,· in force per distance 
units, and 'm, is the system mass. Here, 'w ., ,is the natural and, since damping is 
n . 
ignored, the resonant frequency. In this, and the. subsequent methods of 
frequency analysis used, one single plate will be considered, assuming a iumped 
m~s or one-qu~rter of that of the sash' mounted at its 'free' end. 















. For beam. dimensions L = ·40 in,, h = 0.5 'an o' ., = :width = 19 in., 'I' is 
. . . 
calculated . to be 0.1079 in4. Howev.e.r, it· is normally assumed th~ plate elements 
. . . . \ . 
. . ' : . . , • r , 1 , . . 
• "' >-.. ' 
·-. 
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have greater stiffness in bending than beam elements, although the point or 
• 0 
transi~ion between the two is not · clearly defined. For plates, the flexural rigidity 
'D' replaces \he1 bending moment of inertia' 'I',and is given, per unit width, as: 
D.---- (2.21) 
, 12( 1 .. 
\ 
~ 
where v = _Poisson's ratio= 0.35 (for Del\!n). For w;idth 19 in . Dplat~ = 0.2255 
. 
in4. The plate element is thus about 14% stiffer tban if assumed to have beam 
characteristics .. RJpiacing. '1'. if! Equation (2.1Q) by the ~bove value (with E -
· 4.1(105) psi for delrin): 




= . 17.339 lb/in 
Use of Equation (2.i7) in the form shown ,infers that the plates are massless, 
'm' ~ein.g contributed by the sash frame only. For now, thi~ will serve to provide 
' . first a rough apprqximation. The weight o( the simpl: single--blade mounting sn.sh 
cu~rently in place is . unknow~; it will tp~s be assigned a_n arbitrary value of lO 
... . 
. . 
pounds. The 'm' for Equation (2.17) per plate is thus: 
-· 
... 
. ' 1 . 1 ' 1 
m
8
..:... -(lOlb)( ) ( . ) 
4 32.2 ft/s2 -12 m/ft 
. . 
. ' 
;·= 0.00647 lb-s~ /in 
' -
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w = j t'f.aag 
nl 0.00647 
' = 51.77 rad/s 
= 4'94.3 cycles/min 
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\ 
' ' The short~_omi~gs of this method are many. Th~ assumption of massless 
' ' 
.spring clein¢nts iS· a gross underestimation, as a plate qf the s1ze in 'question has a 
. . 
· weight of about 19.5 pou~ds. All; additi~n~l mass wiil affec\ a de~rease in the 
fr.cq~ency or a·system. As well, the possjble non-linearity in elas~icity of the plate 
due to large d~flections may 11ffect th~ dynamics- i~ a way which i's difficult to 
' I • : o \, ~ I <to. f" • 
predict.. The later proble~ is beyond the scope of thi~ study, but the former is 




2.2.2.)mprpved beam-girder approximation ' 
' • I . . -- . . 
An impr?vement on· the· above method is the inclusion of the distributed 
. ... 
mass ·or the plate with fhat of the sash frame, to give an ' effectiv~'/inass to be 
used in Equation (2.17). To . begin, a separation of variables gives a generalized 
dls.plnccmc'nt, for. any point alo:tg the beam8: 
' \ 
. v(x,t) = v(x)-v{t) (2.22) 
. '\ 
where \b( x) ·is a 'shape function' for \he defle~ted plate, an<l v( t) is the .generalized 
• • • • • • • ., · • • ' ' • .. J 
displa~e~ent parameter . . ~or the· given bo~n~1tr; c~nditi~.ns ·~r· Equ~t!on (~.~), th.e 
. • . . - . '. • , . . -· . ; i' • " 
shape function can be ~btained directly. from equations derive~ prev.~ously; Being, 
~ ' • ' • I 
II •· 
- . 
I f , 0 
. . • 
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unitless, and attaining' a maximum unit size, tbe.sbnpe function is expressed as th.e 
ratio of the general displacement to the ~nd deflection. From Equations (2.7} and 
(2.8): 
' 
v(x) IPLx2/:t - Px3 /~J/EI ttr(x) =- =..;....... ___ ..~-..~-












. ·' . . 
· The effectiv~ mass from distri'l>~ted inertial forces for a slab· or . plat~ is8: 
where: · 
p = plate mass density 
X = cross-sectional area 
L = pl:rte length . 
- · I 
. ' 
(2.24) 
.. . / 
• ; 1 
T\e second fo~m of Equ~tion (2.24} is valid when no bending occurs- in the 'z' 
\ I 
direct\ or ,across the ~idt~ of the platdn this case, Th,us: 
\ 0 I \, · 1(. gx4 12x5• 4x6 ·.. ·• 
m =pX (-- -+-)dx 
I o L4 L5 L6 
gL . 4L 
= p X ( - - · 2L + - ·) . 
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28 
For L = 40 inc~es, p . '0.000133 ib-s2jin4, ?C = 9.5 in2; m1 = 0.01872 lb-s2 /in. 
' . ' 
' .. 
The total effective mass of the system may now be approximated- as: 
• I 
:._ (0.00647) + (0.01872) 
·. 
= 0.02510 lb- s2 /in 
- The i1!\proved "frequency approximation is thus: 
-
w I) = J17.330/.0.025~ 
n.., ' , 
'- 26.24 rad/s . 
~ 250.5 cycles/min 
It s)lOU:d be noted that due toils distribution, only 37% or tc plat~ -
. 
mnss is combined· with the lumped end mass, but is has the effect of dropping the ' 
. .. . . 
-
, frequency estimate by almost 50%. Error here may again be_ attribbted to t~e 
linc~rity assumption of plate deflection._ However, the integral form~lations for_ 
stiffness and mass should provide an estimate as accu_rate as c~n be. exp~cted from 
• . . . . .Ill 
• • 0> I ' 
· - - lin.rid calculations. 
' · 
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2.2.3. Computer frequency analysis ~ 
0 
. . 
As a final check, the plate ~s _analysed th_rough a GTStrudl (Gcor~ia Tcc.h. 
\ 
.. 
Structural-Design Language) routine. In this finite element approach, Ute member 
is manually subdi~ded !nto appropriatel'lJ_/~hap~d and_ sized- clcmcn~s. ~ach ~f 
~ 
which is assigned specific mass, sprmg, and damping yalues ·based upon input 
boundary conditions and mechanical pr~perties. Solution ' or ttie resulting mntrix 
. . .... ,__,-..... ... ~
equation(~) provides frequency values for the ~p~cified mo, es-or ·vibration~. 
· .. 
~·I 
Three ~irrere:t eJement division ' types 
. . 
. •, 
tested initially, cac h more 
complex t~an the .previous. _It was,assumed tha since this is a ' finite' analysis, 
. . . \ . 
. . . 
the cJo·ser one a.·pproached an 'irtfinite' an~lysis, the more-Precise the ~'esult ~auld 0 
become; Jence. the dr~matic in~rense 1 
, ,. . . 
n utnber o·r elements. Young's 
• • D 
modulus and Poisson _values are. as u ed .above. The' elements are assumedj'type 
'SBHT6', or 'stretching and ~e ~ybrid triangles with six degrees or rrecd~m'. 
Al.so to b~ consi~tent with t, e ~bove a~alyse:, onl~ the first, natural frequency .is 
, . ~ .. :1>.. I o 
.. . 
. pursued . The sash weight i included as an inertial mass added, for · ~· and ''v' 
directions,. to the two free-e~d . nodes in each case, a node being the point of 
" 
' conn_ectjon of any two ~or. more element c~rners. The va lu'c. of (2.5/2) po~nds is 
. . ' . - . . . 
expressed in mass units 9f 'lb- s 2jin' to conform with a5sumed units. Dampjng, _ .. 
. . 
both external and iqternal, has been assumed nesligible. 
.. 
,. 
Figures (2-8) to (2-10) illustrate the ele19en_t division schemes employed in 
the ini~ial analyses. The fourth div~i6n. type, illustrated in Figure (2-:11),· was •· 
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Figure .2-8: GTStrudl Plate Division #1 
. ' Figure 2-0: GTStrudl Plate Divisii:>n #2 
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, Figure 2-1oz· : t GTStrudl Plate Division #3 
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' 
element is therefore an equilateral triangle, a division type note:> practical for ,_ 
rectangular plate. Close approximations are the near half-squares of Figure ·(2·11 ). 




' Figure ~-11: GTStrudl Plate Division #~ · 
Table 2-1: Frequency Ou'tputs from S,TRUDL Ruhs · 
Prog. # · #.of Elements 
' 
#of Nodes · Freq (eye/sec) Freq (eye/min) 
. A.2 16 14 4.116093 246.97' 
A.3 20 20· 4.103624 246.22 
A.4 . 44 44 4.4075.18 - 264.45 
A.5 40 31 4.074682 244.48 
r~· 
. ' 
Computer programs (A.2) to .(A.5) ~how input commands and· corresponding_· 
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,'.- _. outp~ts for all four cases. The frequency results . are listed in. l'aole (2·1). _ All · · . ::..' 
' 1. • • ' ·: ; / ; 
r. . .. fi~res seem to val~date ihe accur~y . or tbe band . calculated value. or 25r . ·. ;~ 
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32 
cycl~s/min. , Although none hit this value nd the. trend may even be 
towards convergence iQ_ the other direction, all fall within the general region. For 
i I ' 
reasons or simplicity; a value of 250 cyclesjmin. will be used in the computer 
simulation program, ·and in all ca.lcula.tions to follow: ~ the actual sash mass is 
unde~crmin'ed as mentioned, the analysis will be performe~ _and conclusions drawn 
. 
pertaining spccific~ll(_ to the kinematics,...,_ independent 
. . 
of the frequency· of 
··-.·· 
vibra~ion, but ap-llicable ~0 all future stiffnes~ conditions. 
... • • c .. 
2.3. LOG FE·ED INCORPOR~TION 
The computer program must generate data p~ints r_epresenting the positions . 
'(. -' . . 
. . 
oC th~ sa'w teeth tips rela~ive to a fixed reference point ·.on · th·e log. Thus at. any · 
. ~ ,· ~ . . .; . . ' . . . . 
•, 
given time, the log feed effect '.is hicluded as ·a simple subtraction from .the c-~rve 
- - . . . . -. . . - . . ' . " 
. . . . 
dn.ta _points· generated as described in ·,se~tioi:l (2:1). While the feed is expressed in 
units of di~tance.,;er time, the a~ount subtracted. is a distance, whi~h is the net · 1 
horizontal amount- the log has' trave~led at time_ 'T'. The subtraction is 'for . 
. . 
'convenience; the log moving to 'the ri~ht causes the relative pos~tion of th_e blade 
. ~ .. 
. to shift ~the left, or in the negative direction. The dist_ance is simply the 
.. - . . . 
. . . ..... 
. integral of the feed funQ.tion ·from t = 0 to t ..:._ T. The log velocitx, is expressed in 
generaliz(}d terms as: 
. Vj= A+ R sin (wt +e) . (2'.25) 
thus: 
R R · 
.s1 = :AT+ -cos (wT +e)+ -cos s . ·_. w ·· w · . (2.26) . . . 
~ 
. . , 
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2.4. -SAW ~LADE AND MOUNTING GEOMETR,Y 
The blade geometry comes into play only in the positioning of the traces of 
& 
teeth in relation to the centre tooth, ie; that one which begins its cut at the top of 
a six inch deep log and ends its stroke at the bottom face. AB the tooth tips lie 
alo~g .. a :Strai~e, the only important geo~etrical consideration is the tooth 
pitch 'P', or the spacing between adjacent tips. The mounting specification to be 
considered is the angle of inclin~tion· 'fJ' or the blade from the vertical, normil.l_ly 
r'eferred to as 'overhang'. · ·Both ''P' and '/3' will be shown to. have importBnt 
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Figure 2·12: Saw Blade Overhang and. Pitch 
The . two factors indicated in Figure · l2-12) determine. unit 9ffsets in 
horizontal and ver~ic'aCpositio1;1ing Cor a tooth hnmediately adjacent to 'the centre 
• • . • t 
. . l 
reference t<>Qth. These will be quantified in a later section. / _ ~~ 
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:.·,/ . All factors .· involved in_ the g_ener~tion of the . simul~ted ,Foth traces h_av.e 
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. (A.l). A discussion of its internal lbgic , is not to be -included here; its 
. comprehension is 'best left as the responsibility of the in~estiga.tor. It should be 
. . 
notea that the program was developed through and used on the Digital PDP 
ll/60 system, and thus the inclusion of .both <lata .generation and plotting , 
commands in a single program was possible. Some resulting tooth trace p~ots are 
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In thissection it is intended to deter~in~ yah,les of the system pnrn.metcrs 
for which the ·op~ration~ of .t.he ~ h s3:w 'is ·most cff.icient. This will be 
accomplishe~hrough the separate . apalysis' of various portions of 'the ove'rnll 
'!1\ . • 
·relati~e motion, _and the. assu.mption o1 specific ~bjectives for ea~_li portion. 
, I . . 
·a.l. EQUATION GENERATION 
To modify the relative sash motion by varying the system parameters, it is 
first necessary to develop the actual equations of motion. By means of the 
. . ' , . 
I 
computer simulation program described in the previous section, data for plate end 
~eflectio~, in both horizontal and vertical directions, were genernt~d thrQugh the 




o.l>tain a useable equation relating horizontal displacement to vertical dcrlcction, 
that same ~ata is used ~ere in a . curve fitting program to determine t he 
coefficients in an ar~itrary equation of selected order. 
. . 
·· .' ·Data for one single 'sweep', . as described above, is used. Trials with least 
squares fit~ for polynomial ·approximations yielded very unsatisfactory results; for 
' I , 
\ 
\ .. \ 
~ny __ order or equa~ion. However the ~'eemiilgly periodic nature or ' the cti'rv.c 
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• • 
approximation, the trignometric form of a function f(v) defined in the interval (-1 
to It is given rut 
(3.1) 
where a0 i~ an offset constan•, while an and bn are the Fourier constants to be 
determined . 
0 
The ·curve to be fit. is of the shape sho~n in Figure (3-1) below. Its· 
symmetry about ·the x-axis suggested that it might be best repre~ented by an.-
.. ~ 
'even' function, consisting of cosine terms only. f'o simplify the ca~culations, the_ 
datn; wns normalized, jr 'x' set to zero at the endpoints to _eliminate the offset . 
. 
The included computer program (A.6) uses a matrix formulation to deter~ine the' 
required Fourier coefficients, solving simultaneous equations equal in number to · 
the datlt pQints input, the coeffic~ts being the variables. All'lna.nageable series 
orders, up to··n = io, ~ere explored. The sums of the squa.r.es of the deviances of 
. • c 
the Fourier a~proximnted values from input values were compiled for each set of 




A. comparison of toJl error ~ for all , cas~s showed that no significant 
reduction OCCUfted ·as the number of terms increased ev~n dramatically, with no 
converg~~ce .. immin.ent. ·. Thus ·greater · complexity was in no. way justified by 
. . . . . . . ' 
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VERTICAL EXCURSION I • 
Figure 3-1: Plate End Dcflect\on- Curve Shape 
Table 3-i: · Fourier -Order vs. Compiled Error 







~ 0 .0=058 
6 0.000 145 
7 0.00'006045 
8 0.00006050 
g 0.000060~0 . 
10 0 .0000600Q 
. _ ... . :---- ' 
Figure {3-2) shows a. compariso_n between the acfu'~l (numerical integration) ·data 
and that output by the final Fourier equation: 
0 
x(v) · 1fV 211'V 0.0823.2 cos. ( 12) + 0.30243 cos ( 12 ) . 
(3.2) 
'\ 
• • ' •'ft.. 
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The overall tooth position is thus described by a combillation of ttrn· ~hove, e.nq 
ter~s r~presenting the· results of Jog · reed and tooth and blade angle offsets. 
I ~ •, 
Again, all positions are relative to an arbitrary log referelioe point. 
. 
NUMERICAL INTEGRATION CURVE 
r . 
FOURIER EOUA liON CURVE 
-~ .g -- -~----~--------------------------~------~------------------~ 
VERTICAL EXCURSION 
Figure 3-21 Fou~ier Cur~e vs. Original Curve 
In the following sections, attention is focused separately on the two modes of 
motion or the blade: 
J/i 
., 
1. The downward, or cutting_ stroke, 'for which the objective is to 
determine appropriate values for the feed and.blade set-up, parameters 
which will allow sawing---at -maximum capacity; ' : 
I 
· 2. The upward, o·r .return 'stroke, for . which .the objective is to bring the 
blade to a point at the top or its stroke from which the ost effective 
cutting stroke can begin.. At the same time, it is desi ed that the 
' backSides of 'the teeth not be driven into the advancing lo race. 
f • 
From · analysis of these, and examinations of generated t_oot trace ~ot~, the 
~Y.s~em, parameters will be est~bi'ishe~ a~d ~he governing equatio~s . developed. 
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3.2. EXPERIMENTAL EXAMINATION 
As a means of validating assumptions to be made concernmg the areas of 
material removed during the cutting stroke, and shapes remaining after the return 
stroke, a full-scale, two-dimensional test device was constructed. Depicted in the 
photograph of Figure (3-3), the device incorporates 40 inch long wooden strip 
'springs', with the appropriate end mountings required to reproduce the plate 
deflection shape in the actual machine. Connected to the springs' 'free' ends is a 
relatively rigid end member, representing · the sash frame. The hand-operated 
crank drive consists of a disc and connecting rod, with the correct full-scale 
dimensions. Finally, a section of the band saw blade type employed in the 
existing mechanism is mounted on the vertical end member, by connections which 
allow it to be inclined with respect to the vertical at a pre-selected angle. 
FEED 
TABLE 
Figure 3-3: Experimental Set-Up 
To facilitate viewing of the motions of the saw teeth relative to the work 
40 
material , a provision impossible when cutting inside a solid, opaque wooden log, a 
special 'sandwich ' board was prepared. Dyed, molten wax was injected between a 
layer of clear, fairly rigid plexiglass and an arborite-surfaced backing board, 
spaced apart by sheet metal sections to produce a wax section of a thickness 
equivalent to that of the saw blade. The resulting dark rectangle, shown in 
Figure (3-4) is 6 inches in height, the maximum log depth assumed, and 2 inches 
wide, to allow for a number of cutting passes for a single mold. In operation, the 
saw blade section slides snugly between the plexiglass and backing surface, and 
during feeding removes slices and/or chips of wax of area and shape representing 
that wood which would be removed during sawing. 
Figure 3-4: Wax Sandwic~Board Mounted on Feed Table 
To provide for the feeding into the saw blade, the entire sandwich board is 
mounted on a travelling feed table as shown, supported on spring-mounted rollers 
moving in upper and lower grooved tracks. A main cable simultaneously winds 
L ~~, !' " . , • .., • • 
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and unwinds from ~he shaft ·?r. the drive disc, and in passing through a series of 
"' pulleys moves a sliding block and roller <;town along an inclined surface (of 
adjustable slope) bolted to the trailing edge of the feed board. Six complete 
revolutions of the drive disc (or six c~tting/return strokes) moves the sliding block 
. . 
• along the entire vertical depth of the incline, advancing the' travelling board and 
sandwich a distance governed by the slope of the incline. rhus· a feed per C\!tting 
stroke or, assuming a set frequency for the existing mechanism, a feed speed can 
~ 
be determined or input for a specific test run~ 
A series -of photographs were taken -at various points in both cutting and 
. 
re~urn strokes, for various · arbitrary feed rates. Pictures were selected and 
- . 
included .where appropriate in the sections to follow to justify assumptions m~de 
/ 'COJ:.lCerning the relative motions or the SaW teeth. 
3.3 .. DOWNWARD STROKE ANALYSIS 
The important considerations in the analysis of the cutting stroke will . be: 
1. TC!oth gullet capacity, ie; the, volu!lle of sawdu"si and/or wood chips 
which can efficiently ·be ~thered 'i'nside' the tooth during the cutting 
cycle, and dumped out afte~ the tooth has exited the log;· 
2. The wood expansion in passing from solid to waste material, expressed 
a.s · an .. expansion factor 'EF', the ratio of produced sawdust/chip 
volume to original solid wood volume. . 
The complicated ·geometry or · the gullet, and associated identifying terms, 
are shown . in the illustrations of Figure ( 3-5 )1. 
I 
The possibility of a simple 
mathematical solution to tlie ·projected area or any gu.llet was ruled out tor 
obvious r-easons. This value was. determined ma~ually, thro~gh the use or t~ne. 
. . . · 
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graph paper. Jn the second illustration, representing the existing gullet, fully 
included squares counted 11S ·whole units, while those cut by the curve were 
counted as half units. For the .gullet shown the area was ·determined to he 
approximately 180 mm2. 
Saw velocity ~ 
· .. 
' 
Figure 3-6: Gullet Nomenclature and Area Determination 
\ • I 
I 
Wood expansion factors were listed in the reviewed literature as anywhere 
in the 1.5 to 3.0 range. Wil1iston, in. a gullet loading discussion, quotes 70%~ or 
a.n •EF' of 1.43, as a rule of thumb10. The appropriate vafue for a·ny given 
situation depends upon spe~ific wood characteristics such as density and moisture 
content; and o~ the sawing operation, whic~ determines the relative amounts of-
sawdust and chip material produced. A value to 'be used in this analysis will be 
. ~ . 
selected later, as· other factors come into play which have not as yet been 
· c~nsidered. · 
~ . ... .. :s.;t...~;l :s , ., :: ." ... ~ ., 
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A ·secondary consideration is the relation be.~ ween the clllarnnce angie .of the 
" tooth, as shown in Figure (3-5), and 'the blade inclination '/J'.· It is obvious that 
- ' . 
- . 
inclines which approach the clearance value would severely restrict the tooth's 
abilit~ to cut into the woo}face. U~on calculation of '/3' values, this nspe.;t will 
be reconsidered if necessary. 0 "\ 
~.~.1. Area calculation 
~ 
.. 
A represcn tative tooth trace, as produ~ed by the computer ·simulation · 
program described in the previous section, is shown in Figu'rc (3-6). It serves to 
illustrate the mecha~ics of cutting for a ncar ideal situat~on, for log feed values 
which may represent a desirable production. rate. 
. . ~ 
. ... ' ' 
As a· diagnosti~ tool it is 
\ 
invaluable, a.S. it shows the actual wood 'slices' cut out by the •indiVidual tee~h, t~e .. 
, 
wood profile left after a cutting str<;>ke (superimposed}, arid· the a~ount and P<?i~ls 
of interference to ·be expected on the return stroke. On the plot, the horizontal 
. . 
axis gauges the · plate end vertical deflection, ie; the excursion of the entire saw 
I 
blade (the centre t~oth travels between the limits , +3.0 and -3.0 ' inches~ The 
trace or the adjaceni lower tooth, that 6ne which immediately precedes the centre 
tooth in the cutting sequence, is shown' with the .appropriate orfsets in both 
horizontal .and . vertical directions (to be discussed). Both · traces cover two 
. 
complete cycles; two cutting 'and return strokes. They will ~rove to be sufficient · 
in, the development or the system equations. 
The single _hatc~ed area repres~nts th6e profile or the kerr' remaining ~t the 
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the individual teeth af(er their retractions. Note that rather than a continuous ·· · ·· · .· . 
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45 
curved surface, the kerf is of a shape similar to inverted saw teeth, with the 
bottom of the stroke of each tooth corresponding to a notch corner. From the 
experimental set-up described above, the photograph of Figure (3-7) was taken. 
The obvious notched shape in the wax at the bottom of the cutting stroke verifies 
this assumption. l 
Figure 3-7: Kerf Profile After Cutting Stroke 
The cross-hatched regiOn, superimposed on the trace, represents that 'area' 
(or 'volume', divided by the blade thickness) cut out by the centre tooth, which is 
the only one to engage a six-inch log th oughout its entire depth. This is the rate 
~ determining tooth, as it is safely assumed that each of the other teeth cuts out an 
area progressively less, depending on its position relative to the centre. This is 
justified by the photograph of Figure (3-7), which clearly shows that the 
lowermost tooth is considerably more packed with cut material than all those 
~~~t:·~,~~:~;:··:::·::: .-::· :' ·7· /- ~- · ' .:/:::_. ~ ·: :::~~-:"7-' '-:' ·-~~:~ ;>/ -~ .. ~:-_:: ·_\ .. _· 
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46 
above. Note that the cross-hatched area. on the plot is bordered on the right by 
the trace or the lower tooth, which has just previously made its cut, and ~:m the 
lert by the. trace of tlie centre ~ooth as .i~ cuts throu .. gh individual 'ledges' of the. 
jnggcd kerf profile . . T.rea thus consists not of one continuous str!p, but rather. 
of one thin wedge-shaped portion, resulting from the truncation of the first ledge 
e·ncountcrcd by the tooth, and a lower, nearly continuous portion (l.ess one thin 
notch). 
• '' ,I • 
Since. a six-inch long stdp ts not. cut out by any one tooth, the area 
determination will not consider· the .totai:space between two adjacent tooth traces. 
Rather; _the . ar~a wm be obtained · by iniegrations or the the t.wo ~urves o~er an . -
' •, ' • t • • ._, < ' ' ' ' ' ' • , • ' ' ' I • • 
·ndjus-tcd, shorter section. 'This s~ctlon will represen~ the combin~tion of t.he two 
ar~n.<; descri~ed in the. preceding t>aragraph. · Assuming· that the thin wetge just·_ 
fills in the missing notch of th~ lower shaded .strip, t~ limits will be t~en ~ the 
verti<:al boundaries of that strip, ie; -3.0 to +1.0 inches. 
hi cnscs involving different param~ters, for instance greater blade angles '/1' , 
the starti.ng points of cutting may occur at less favourable positi'ons. The example 
' . . 
.. t.rncc only. indicates the type of cut · desir-ed, beginning at the highest possible 
. '• 
point. · Oncle values have actually ·been determined and ·assigned to these 
.. 
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-~ ,. . 
3.3.2. Integration or eentre tooth trace equation 
Equation (3.2) expresses the horizontal displacert1ent of the •tree' end or the 
. . 
distorted plate. Combined with the type of feed discussed~ ns expressed i~ 
. . . . 
' 
.Equ,ation (2:25), the equ!'tion ol red position lor the centre tooth is given ns: · 
~v "v 
0.08232 cos{-) + 0.302·i3 cos (-) 
. 12 6 
I ' . 
foT!A + Rsin (wl + o)J dt (3.3) 
,, 
The ·integr.~l ter~ represer~s the disp~acement a~ t_he. time in question due ~o · the 
forward motion of the -log. Its sign is negative,· as discussed. · - · 
' The first integration of the feed terms gives the feed net displacement 
function, as before: 
rt R : t lo [A.+ Rsin (wt + o)] dt .~ !At - :; cos (wt + o)l0 . 
~ At 
R R 
-cos (wt + o) +-. co~ 9 
w w . 
(~.4) . 
., 
•' • I 
; :· 
Integrating the .first f~:or terms of Equation (3.3):· 
. ,, 
~ .· . 
. . 
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1 ~ 1rV 6 .. I 1rV I ;_ - (0.08232) sin (-) + - (0.30243) sjn (-) 
1r 12 1r 6 
4 irv 3 1rV 1 o 




This area represents the space between the curve described by Equation (3.2) and 
the ·vertical axis, between the prescribed limits. The area under the curve of 
Q 
Equation (3.3) will . be a combination of this area and .that under the curve of 
' .· : .· ~ . . 
Equat.ion {3:4), the l~g feed net displaceX.ent, since th~ two ·are sup~rimposed . 
.-).......... . . . . . 
While the feeq terms represent an _absolute displacement at any time 't' in 
inch \I nits, the var,i~ble unit involved is still seconds, rather · than inc he~ o( verticaf 
... 
displacement. The integration would thu~ yield an answer in units of in-sec, 
rather th~.n in2 as ~esired. To rectify the situation, the relation between vertical 
displacement ·and time will be assumed to be (ignoring 'mo1or-crank induced 
error):· 
v = 3.0 cos (wt) 
or: 
1 v . 
't ==-cos -l (-) 
w . 3 (3.5) 
-. . 
Usi~g the trignometric relation Cor cos (A+B), the feed terms expand to become: 
. 
, R . .· • 
-At + - (cos 8 cos (wt) 
w 
sin 8-sin ( wt)J Rcos 9 
. . 
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lntroducing equation (3.5), the area under the feed curve becomes: 
All.O v Rcos oll.O v A 1 =-- cos - 1 (-) dv + (- 1 c w -3.0 3 w ' -3.0 3 1) dv 
. _ Rsin oll.O jl _ v2/ 9 dv 
w -3.0 
(3.7) 
(cos wt . v/3 sin wt = /1 cos' 2wt = J1 
) 
• 
.. . " 
· ·i / 
. Integrating an~ solving: 
----
A v 
A =I - - (v cos - 1(-) fc w 3 
Rsin ·o v !J · 1- 1 
w 6 
2 sin -l(v/3)] 1.0 
v /9 + 2 '-3.0 
... 
A Rcos 8 • Rsid 8 
-
- (7.8273) '(5.3333) - (1.1125) (3.~) 
w w . w 
' 
Thus,_ the total area under the :curve x)1J.) ·between the assumed limits, for w = 
26.18 rad/sec as calculated; is: 
Ac = 0.3959 - 0.2990 A 0.2037 Rcos 8 +- 0.0425 Rsin 8 '(3.0) 
, · . : 
. ' 
· - -- -. 
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-- · · ·· 3".3.-a-;Tntegration ot adjacent tooth trace equation 
., 
Equation (3.2.) again gives the basic horizontal displacement of the beam end 
due to its vertical displacement. In addition, the tooth being considered here is 
. -
offset in both the horizontal and vertical directions, due to the tooth pitch 'p' and 
bJade angle 'tJ', as illustrated in Figure (2-12). Tlie offsets are as illustrated in 
Figure (3-8) beJow, w.&.ere 'Tc' and 'Ta' represent the tips or the centre and 
adjacent teeth respectively . 










~-- Ta Xo 
LOG T~AVEL 
Figure 3-8: .Tooth Vertical and Horizontal orrsets 
- . 
The x-offset may be introduced directly into the eqtiation for x ( v) simply as 
a . ( 
. . 
an addition to· Equ3:tion (3.2). :The v-offset how·ever is dealt w.it9 as a cha~ge in 
.the limits of integration, as a different portion of the ·curve described by Equation 
(3.2) is being considered. · The fee<i factors will · retain the same time limits as 
.. ... ... 
above, a:s the amount or horizontal adva.nce due to log feed is the same for both 
. ' 
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51 
the three fe.ed components 'A', 'R', and '0', and the two blade parameters 'p' and 
'fJ'. To obtain definite values for all would require the solving of five independent 
equations simultaneously. However, the present situation does not lend itself to 
producing five equations; f'rom exhaustive tooth trace and cutting mechanics 
_examinations it appears that only three equations ca·n be derived.· 
" "!' 
Based on existing conditions, it will be assumed that 'p' has a value of 1.25 
inches. At a later point in this analysis a value will be nssign~d to ·•o•, directly 
. . 
from empirical examination. For future cases, where a differen.t pitch mny be 
determined to be more desirable (or more readily availabl~ in standard blade 
stock) the analysis can be altered where appro~riate to determine new system 
parameters. The gullet area dete&mined from Figure '(3-5) will thus remain valid. 
The offsets of Figure (3.:.8) now become: 
x0 = 1.25 sin {3 
= 1.25{3 ( for small {3 ) 
v0 = 1.25 cos /3 
= 1.25 ( for small {3 ) 
The overall horizontal position of the second tooth is thus: 
I I 
, • , 
~v _ ~v 
0.082:l-a cos(-) + 0.30243 cos(-) 
12 6 
. I I 
~v nv 
0.09804 cos (4) + 0.01173 cos (3) 
R 
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52 
( where v' = v + v0 = v .:+ 1.25) 
The new limits of integration are therefore: 
at v = 1.0; v' = 2.25 
at v = -3.0; v' = -1.75 
Integrating the first rive terms of Equation (3.11): 








0.09804 cos(-) + 0.01173 cos(-) + 1.25,6] dv' 
4 3 . 
= (0.24444) ( -0.20757) + 5,B 
= 0.45201 + 5{3 
The feed components will be int~grated m the same manner as above. 
l~owever, the relation given in Equation (3.5) is valid only after the incorporation 
of t.he offset facto-r 'v0', ie; 
V = 3.0 cos (wt) 
= 3.0 cos (wt) 1.25 
or: · (3.12) . 
.· 
. ~ . , 
,. 
' 




·.:. : .. 
•; 
' . . 
.. 
'.• 
' ~ ;·.: . 
·.· , . :. : 
.. , .. 
1 l tJ + 1.25 
t =-cos- ( } 
w 3 
1 1 v' 
= -cos -:- (-) 
w 3 
' ·. 
' -'•, · j r ' •t : ' 
53 
Thus, the form is the same as shown in Equation (3.7), with v' r<>placing v, and 
limits as a6o~e. ,. 
The area under the feed curve for the second tooth is calculated to be: 
A 








Thus, the total area under the curve xa(v) between the assumed limits, for w :-
26.18 radjsec as calculated, is: 
A = 0.45201 a , o.226o A 0.1401 Rcos 0 
0.0466 Rsin 9 + 5{) (3.H) 
. . 
Therefore, the area between the two curves over the given area is a function of 
the blade angle, and the three feed parameters: 
11.0 At t = .. (x ( v) - xc(v)J dv o. -3.0 a 
= 0.0562 + 5P + 0.0730 A + 0.0636 Rcos 8 
- 0.0041 Rsin o (3.15) 
· .. \. 
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Note that for effective sawmg, 'Atot' must be somewhat less than the gullet 
capacity . . 
3.4. UPWARD STROKE ANALYSIS 
The important considerations in the analysis of the return stroke will be: 
1. The amount and poi~ts of interference of the ~ack edges of the sa~ 
teeth with the kerf profile remaining after the cutting stroke; 
2. The return of the blade to a point horizontally suitable for the teeth 
to begin an efficient cutting stroke. 
In the previous section, an equation was derived in ·which the gullet capacity 
. ~ : 
Q 
could be related to the amount of material cut out by .~a ·single too.th, express~d in 
terms of four system variables. In this analysis, also of the motidt. of a single 
J • • • • • • 
. 
tooth, two more equations are deriv1!d, which express system restraints in terms of 
"'- ~' ' . . . . . 
the same four :variables. 
'I 
3.4~1. Interference ~sessDnent t 
As discussed above, the fact~r which most adversely effects the op~ration of 
conventional sash·saw equipment se~ms to :be 'bac.utting'. An examination of 
' ~ . . ' 
the example tooth trace of Figure (3-6) reveals ·some interesting aspects p-ertaining 
. 
to this subject. · .. 'i 
' 1 ~ 
. ·. 
: ··· 
'As· briefly touched upon, the kerf p~ofil~ l'emaini.n~ after a cutting stroke is · . 
nqt a smooth curved edge. lqstead,. the multiple teeth leave a jagged, in:verted-
• I . • . • . • • ~ • , , I". - • • t 
"' .-i 
' . · tooth sh7iile. An ex,amination of any iooth's upward path {for tb'!- iliput ' · · · ._. 
:: . · p~ramfrli used) shows that it will i~terfere only ;.;th the most i:"idediate ledge,' . . . ' 
;:.,_:_. ·_an~·- CO[Ilpletely clep.r the re~ainder of' th,e . ~rome. This upper · .cle!).ran~e is 'so . . 
t~( :_: . . ' ·' ,· ':?:~::. ·: great th~t ·it appears that this may be true for any case where the parameters are .• . 
.:~--)::: .~ • ' ~ • .. • t • • • J . . . . #.· .• • ·: • ~ 
~f~~~;;..,::,t; • , .. ~;. , : : .. ; ;~s, .• ~~ '· .. :· ... ~:. · ... . :o . •· .·., •  . ; · ••. · .. ~ ;.;;: • ". •·: , .. · ·... : : .. ·:• •... · ·•. · · .••• ~ ;~ .· ~ . ~-·' . . , •.. . ·;. :. ::.}~~rill] 
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m the range of those of the example trace. This will therefore be the basis for 
formulating equations expressing the interference as a function of the system 
variables. Again, once values are determined for the variables in question, new 
traces will be analysed to ensure the validity of these assumptions. 
I 
Figure 3-D: Interference Illustration - \Vide View 
The photographs of Figures (3-9) and (3-10) show the paths which the tooth 
backsides take with respect to the most immediate ledges, on theL :espective 
upstrokes. The feed conditions under which the pictures were taken were 
arbitrary, but not excessive. Note thaJ each tooth is driven into the soft wax as 
~ the sandwich board advances under constant feed, despite a slight retraction of 
the blade due to the curved nature of its path. The amount of maximum 
interference, which occurs at the tip of a ledge, is expressed as a horizontal 
displacement, or the difference of two horizontal positions: 
56 
Figure 3-10: Interference Illustration - Isolation View 
I= xiv) - x)v) (3.16) 
Here, 'xd(v)' and 'xu(v)' are the horizontal positions, where the tooth tip coincides 
vertically with the ledge tip, for the downward and upward strokes respectively . 
\Vith the vertical position being the same for both, the effect of the curved path 
of the plate end is eliminated, leaving 'I' as a function of the feed factors only. It 
would be impossible therefore to set the interference to zero without an absolute 
pause or temporary reversal of the log fe, d, forcing the tooth tip to at least follow 
~ the same path during the initial period of the upstroke that it followed on the 
downstroke. Such characteristics are not overly desirable, as large vibrational 
forces would be induced in the case of massive logs. It will be sufficient here to 
derive an interference expression to be minimized , or set to some acceptable level. 
j• •• 
. . . . . -. . .. ...... · .. , . ·;.\··. ::·: -~ .:· ........ ·~-:?·: :·:::(;_~r::?~~~~::~i~ 
·- ~ 
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Note also t.h be eliminated through blade 
oyerhang alone, which serves mainly to r~strict intcrfercnc~ witp the remainder or 
the kerf profile . 
The vertical position of the ledge tip 'v' is dir~ctly related to the toot.h p_itdi ' 
... I p'., as this is the distance s/parating adjacent ledges. The length or 'the ledge 
section (v~rtkally) is how'ever slightly longer than 'p' due' to the notch geometry. 
A direct measurement from Figure (3-6) gives~ distance as approximately 1 
5/16 in, or 1.3125 in~hes. The vertical position is thus (-3.0) + (1.3125) = -l.6875 
I 
inches. Recalling Equation (3.5 ), the time value for this point in the· downward 
·stroke is: 
I ' t = _. _1_ cos -1 (-1.6875) 
-d ' 26.18 ' 3 l . 
, . I • 
= 0.08282 sec 
The time for a complete downward upward) stroke (for v - -3.0 in .) is 
·- ' 1· -3.0 
T =t --·cos - 1 (-) 
8 
' .: 26.18 . ~ . ~. 
.. 
· ;:= 0.12000 sec 
I . 
. The time ~alue for t~e point ·on the upwa:rd s~r~e is thus;· ' I \. 
,' 
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tu = (0.12000) + (0.12000 0.08282) 
= 0.157t'8 sec 
Recalling Equation (3.4), left in time mode for convenience, the interference is: 
l = x(0.08282) 
. . , 
x(O.l5718) 
R 
A(0.08282) + -cos [(0.08282)w + OJ 
w 
{ 





For. w = ~6.18; 
. . . 
. I = ·.0.11!436 A,- 0.06316 'n 6 ~ (3.17) 
• 
This therefore defines the distance that each tooth has been forced into the tip o(. 
the most immediate ledge,· at the end of th,e .aSsumed peri~d of b.ack-l!utting. 
. . ' ~ 
. At this poi~t it is obvious ~hat the phase angle 'o' .will have a significant 
.~ffect_ on th.e amount .or interference· to be expecte~. The purpose of including ~ 
. . . ... . 
phase lag .at the start {or phase advance, depending on the point of vi~w) was to 
I • . ' 
. allow for the provisio~ of ~ppropriate amounts. of log travel during-sp.ecific periods 
. . . . .. . ·. . . .. " 
of the ~trokes. F'of this .. case,· minimum. 'I' will ;he realized whEm 'o'· has a -value of 
• • f • ' • -
. , 
... 
... ·. I : ·.: 
.  
. ' .. . 
# . , • ._ 
o · . 
.·. 
.. ; 
.... .. ' 
. .. ·. 
' ... . ·
. , · 
... 
... ,. 
___ .- ... . ; 
. ) ' ,- . 
1f/2; thus the periodic portion or the feed is a cosine (unction rather than a sine. .. .:;-\ : · -~ ~~: ::,: .:/:·; . \ This val~~ wn.- be kept for ·· ·con.side·r~tion d.uring . the Cinal evaluati.on oC the . . , : .. ):~; 
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3.4.2. Return stroke assessment 
It is e~ential, for eff~~ient cutting, that the points or the. teeth return to 
.. pos~tions from which the next cutting stroke as described abov~ c'n ~egin. Ir tho 
log' does not advance enou-gh durint:; the return stroke, the teeth will miss the 
' 
upper ledges and begin their cuts at ·points somewhat below the desired levels: 
More importantly, an opportunity for additional log advq.nce is wasted. 
Converse~y I excessive advance will cause the back edges or the. teeth to be forced 
into the kerf face before the u·pstroke is complete. _ 
) 
An examinatio!l Qf the example tooth trace of Figure ·(3-6) shows that while 
fairly ~efficient cutting will occur · Cor the given conditions, there is .still r~om .for 
/ 
improvement. The blade appears to . b~. doing no cuttil).g. durin·g. the Cirs.t _ 'p'' 
' I 
distance of its downstroke, which will be the case regardless, · due to the ~lope. of-
. . ' ,. . . 
tile notche"in the profile. There does however appear to be room for· an increas~· ·. : 
i~ the traYel or the log d~rin'g the upstroke. T .he ideal situation would be to bring 
each tooth tip'" back ... to a· point where it is just 'touching the kerf face at the 
. ... . 
. .. .... , 
respective uppermost leage, . :and subsequently begin cutting into the ledge 
' \rnmedi~t.ely below. 
\ . 
\ , '· . 
Points· to be noted before contil\uing are: 
I • 
1. Th~ · slo~e ·of. ·a lin; . ~:t'rawn through the points . of the. ledges is · 
·. equival~nt to the slope, or angle of.incli~ation o( the blade, 'p'.~ 
..... 
2. 'The. 'loop' at· th~ top .or the .tr~~e indicates .that t.he ·tooth· advance's 
horizontally' 'a . significant ', distance : 'during the firs~ instant . or its 
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The second consideration indicates tha.t if t~e blade teeth are brought back 
to poiqts a.t which they are just touching the kerf face at the tops of their strokes, 
they will be driven into the face slightly during the slow reversal of ·vertical 
motion. Conversely, the third consideration shows that if the retufn is based 'on a 
line passing through the points of the ledges, interference should 
· some spa~e is availas;;u:J,.the incomple-te. top ledge. " 
not occur, as 
.. 
i.' 
. . , 
. . 
.. 
The amount of horizontal advance allowable during the upstroke of ~h/...- --~ ...:.._ ~ : 
blade can be related· to vertical posi.tion and blade angle as (from Fig. 3-6): 
.. 
Advance .:.... (6.0 ~ 1.3125) sin p 
. . . - ~ 
-:- 4.6875,8 ( for s~all p ) . (3.l8) 
N~te that· t'~e -return starts at the poiqt of maximum ba~k-cutting interferenc.e, a.S 
\ ' . ' 
discussed above, :1;nd. ends at· the top ol th'e stroke. The difference · i~ horizontal 
position · behveen the two points is to be equated to the allowable advance, 
4.6875,8, to produce the third equation . 
., . 
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· t = 0.2400 sec, v = +3.0 in; 
311' 311' 
x(v,t) = .- 0.08232 c~s (i2) + 0.30243 cos (6) 
. 3rr . 311' 
0 .09804 cos (4) + 0.01173 cos (? 
R R 
A(0.24) + -cos [(0.2,l)w + oJ - -coso 
w w 
R· . 
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t = 0.15718 sec, v .= -1.6875 in ; , 
. 
-1.687511' :-1.687511' . 
x(v,t) = - 0.08~32 cos ( 
12 
} + 0.30243 cos ( 
6 
) 
. -1.6875~ ' -1.6875tr 
·- O.OQ804 cos ( ) + 0.01173 cos(---
. ' ·•· 4 3 
R 'R 
A(O.l5718) +-cos !(0.15718)w +OJ - --' eos 0 




= 0.09134 - 0.15718 A - 0.05Q68.Rco~ 8 
· · + 0.03158 Rsin 0 
,. ' 
Equating. the difference to the allowable advance gives the final equation: 
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Adv = 4.6875.8 
= 0.09134 + 0.08282 A - 0.05968 Rcos 8 
+ 0 .03158 Rsin 8 (3.21) 
3.5. EQUATION SOLUTIONS - INITIAL 
fn summary, the .three simultaneous equations derived are: 
(3.l5) Area.= 0.056.2 + 5{J + 0.0730 A + 0.0636 Rcos o - 0.0041 Rsin (} 
. . 
·(3.17) Interference= 0.07436 A - 0.06316 Rsin 8 
.· 
·. {3.21) Advance= 0.09134 + 0.08282 A - 0.05968 Rcos 9 + 0.0~158 Rsin o 
' -
'Before solution, is possible, it will be necessary to . dispose of one variable, as 
• . t l 
·•- .. •,- . 
. it_ appears _thai the source of eq~ations has been exhau~~ed. As well, numerical , 
values: must be assigned to 'Area' and 11riterference' ('Advance; is assigneCI the 
yal~e. determined above). · 
3.5.1~ Variable red_uctlon 
· . An ex~in.a_tion. of the .mathematics of' the_· three equ~tions indicates ~at it 
would be most advantageous to ·dispose of''e', to allow a solution through simple 
. . . . . : . . . ' -
. .. 
·, t f 
.'~ . 
... 
' • • '1..., • ~-~ 
J 
: ·.· .. 
·t. ·-' · matrix . 3lgebr-a. However; the~ffects ·of tpis factor on the system characteristics' ' 
·~: • ./.: • • • 0 't - . ...... t • ' . 
t~~t ' mus~ ' rirstbe explored. ' ,. -~ 
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The value of '8' has a maj?r influence on the amou.nt or intcrrcr~nce 
occurring, as indicated in Equation (3.17) abov~. A value of 1r /2 will red ucc 'I' to · 
a mm1mum. To a lesser extent, '9' influences the maxirrtl.lm a~crage log feed 
( . 
speed possible, as shown in Equation (3.15) above. Reducing t he last two factors 
~ . 
of the equation to a minimum allows the value ·of 'A' to reach .its maximum, ie; 
0.0036 cos ll - O.OO<tl sin 1r::::::::: -min 
A simple observation shows ··that the above will be minimize~! when ' ft is 
somewhere near '11'', ·due to the weighting of the cosine term·. A tr ll'/2, the value is 
. . I 
quickly approachiill1' zero (it reaches zero ~t 86.31 degrees). ~ 9 ~ ' 
. ' . . ) . . 
Th.e third equation gives ,-the net horizontal. displacement occu'rri~g 8S the 
. . 
blade returns to the top of its st~oke. A value of' 1r/21or 'O' implies Uiat inin·imum 
Jog velocjty occurs precisely at the bottom of the downstroke, while the maximum 
occurs at the top of the upstroke, as shown in Figure (3-11). The log is thus 
·accelerating through the return stroke, and decelerating through the cutting 
stroke. The latter: would be desirable, as it may prevent thP. teeth from cutting 
into the wood at an improper angle. The. former will be inconsequen.t_ial, unless 
the blade tends to interfere with the upper portion o( the k~rr 'profile ort the 
upstroke. 
' ' 
Since the minimization of interference may . be the most important 
con,ilil.eution ip the optimization, and ot~~r factors will. come into play through . 
which the a.verage ,fee9 :speed may be increased, a v~lue or tr/2 [or 'O' seems most · · 
__.--T f 
. appropriate. . . or course, this . assumption- will be re-evaluated through 'the . 
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Figure 3-11: Log Velocity vs. Sash Po.sition 0 • • • 
3•5 .• 2. Assignment of objective values 
From F.igure (3-5).-the gullet area was approximated as 180 mm2, or 0.2790 
. . . 
in2. The appropriate expansion factor· 'EF' can only be · accurately d_etermined 
thr~ugh.consid~r~ii~n of all fac.tor• involved in ~he cu~ting pfoc~s: as discussed>J J .. :. 
earher. In_ dec1dmg an .'EF' wh1ch would be applicable m the maJority or c~es, a ~ :.:·. 
• ! 
nu~ber't>f· cons~derations w.ere taken into account_:. ·. 
. . 
1. Only .one tooth makes a complete cutting path· through ·the wood; all 
1 Other teeth CUt. OUt a COmparatively -leSSer 8ffi0UDt Of material. · 
I • • • (1 • , / .. 
2. The assuinption of .the vol~me or /t_he cut, ; or ~ore specifically the 
· length of the cut, wa9 slightly on the· conservative side' at the. start. 
'.· .. . . . . . ' . . . ' 
- ~. Sonie 'squeezing out' . of sawdust should ·occur, . especially with any 
. ·.· 
.. · ', .. . 
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. . 
. . ··: 
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amount of swaging of the teeth (to be discussed later), to possibly 
provtde a greater effective gullet area. 
4. All assumptions and calculations have been based on the maximum log 
depth of 6 inches. 
5. For Newfoundland operations,· sawing will involve mostly softw'tlods 
which, being !ess dense, should have expansion factors near the bottom 
of the aforementioned range-. 
On the negative side,. part of a ledge. occupies each'·gullet at the end of n. 
cutting stroke of all but the centre tooth, which breaks through the wood nt th~ 
end of its stroke. Since all other teeth are assumed to cut a lesser amount. than 
that of the centre, this effect should be negligible. All other considerations 
. . 
indicate that the area analysis has been on the conservative side. For this _re~on1 
an 'EF' of 1.5 will oe u'sed in the formulation. Assigning .the value of 11' /2 .to '8', 
· Eq~ation J3.15) becomes: 
0.27~)0 
--= 0.0561 t 5/3 + 0.0730 A - 0.0041 R 
1.5 
1r 
Again using fJ = 2' Equation {3.21) becomes: 
0.09134 = 4.6875a - 0.08282 A - 0.03158 R 
.--._ _J --- - - . -·---
f ' 
Finally, Equation (3.17) becomes: 
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66 
is most desirable, but thiS would require a temporary reversal of the forward 
motion of the log, as 'R' would ex~eed 'A'. Any Cluctuation in the velocity of the 
log·will create a vibrational force function in the horizontal plane, as mentioned. 
Conversely, with excessive interference, the teeth will tend t~ pull upward on the 
\ • I 
log at each ledge slope, increasing the sawing power required and causing undue 
• • 
wear on the blade. As the teeth are driven into the faces of .the kerf profile, 
internal vibration$ will be set up in the horizontal plane anyway, in this case in 
the form of a sharp jolt at the beginning of the return strokr rather than in a 
- . . 
m<;~re "gentle sinusoidal pattern. On the- positive side, some compression of the 
. . 
wood should . be po~sible, making some degree of interfe~ence tole~able. The 
a~ount will depend on the wood's mechanical properties and tbe sample condition 
at the time of sawing. 
3.6.~. Matrix solution of ·equations . 
Computer program, (A.7) solves the simultaneous equations ·through . the 
Gauss-Jordan elimin~tion method7 . Table (3-2) below shows variable !\Olutio~s. for 
n rnnge of ~sumed interference'' levels. In the last iine of the table, 'R' is assumed 
. . 
zer~ (~e; constant velocity) and the interference is calculat~d rather than assumed . 
..,...{ 
Plots sbown ~n Figure~ (3-12) and (3-13) are tooth traces for the calculated 
values indicated, 
' . 
illustrating minim~m · interference and' c.c;mst_ant . velocity 
I ! ' • ' 
,conditions rospe'c~ively . ·'the cross-hatched areas, assuming that .itiitia.l 
' . 
assumptions concerning the specific~ .or the cutting action are co_l"rect, represent: 
. ' 
' . 
. ' . l . 
the. wood 'volume' cut out ~Y the centr~e t~oth, as before . 
\ 
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. . · J 
Table 3-2: Parameter Solutions ·- Initial 
I mm (in) A mmfsec (ips) R mm/sec (ips) .d deg Plot# 
0.000 4.204 (0.1655) 4.950 .. (0.19·19) 1.359 (3-12) 
0.127 (0.'005) 4.509 (0.1775) 3.297 (0.1298) 1.3-16 
0.254 (0.010) 4.811 (O.l8g4) 1.643 (0.0647) 1.333 
0.381 (0.015) 5.113 (0.2013) -0.013 (-0.0005) 1.320 
0 .508 (0.020) 5.418 (0.2133) -1.666 (-0.0656) 1.307 
*0.381 (0.0150) 5.113 (0.20 13) 0.000 1.320 (3-13) 
' *calculated 
. ,, ' 
.. · ,. ·. 
i 0 
Examinations of the calculated values and associated traces bring lo Jight 
some important considerations: 
I . 
1. Calculated 'tl values are very.::-low, which justifies assumptions mad~ ill 
the previous sections concern'ing offset values .and efficient cutting 
angles. · 
2. The top of the return path 'of the .. first stroke clears the kerr profile by 
a, slight margin, as predicted. 
3. Cal~ulated maximum allowabl~ velocities are extremely low. At an 
average speed= of 5.418 • nimfsec (0.2133 in/sec) (the maximum above 
assuming a, fairly high interference level) it ~ould take more than six 




e , assumed allowable gullet a~a of 0.1860 in2., after taking int; 
. considera-tion 'EF''~ is reduced· initially by abou·e ·orte-third through the 
'geometry"l'>of the two adjacent · plate deflection .curves, ie; integration of 
t.he curv-es. bet~een the assumed limits~gives a.bvalue or 0.0562 in2 . 
" . . . ·.. .. ' . . . ' 
5. The ·availabl~ gullet area~: further reduced substantially by the '5/J' 
~er'm . of Equatidg (3.?3). 0 ' For a.n angl~ or only 1.307 ·degrees" (the 
' -minimum calculated' above), the reduction i& in the order or 0.1140 in~. 
. Th~t~fore, considering b~th the blade a~d curve georn~try, the gullet· 
. ~rea rem·ainj~g to be accounted for by the log feed is only o.o~ss· in2: 
tn other words, most of the space available Cor ·removed material 
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would be eliminated even if th'c- log re'mained stationary during the 
J. ~utting st{o_ke. 
. ' 
~- 'f.h~ rang~ speed 'R' becomes negativ~ as the interferel_!ce passes that 
. valtie-listed on the last line of t~e table. T.his _indicates tbat the phase 
· angle 'q' .:his .bec9me ....: 90"; with the maximum log 'veloCity. now 
. . 'oc?uring at th'e bottom of the stroke, and the_ minimum at thi top. • .• ' . < 
~; . This, ·in conjunction with: the previous observation, indicates t.hat lo~. ' ·: , ' . · ·. · ·. 
' ' "' I ' & • •,. , -- • • 
· feed is more plausible during the return strqjce tha.u duril;tg the· cuttmg 
. -·. : 
. ~troke for_ the.'presimt small ·gullet capacity. . · . • · ... - . 
o' • .. ,. ."j • ·,. I _ , . · " · 
. . • . . I . . 
· . . 7.- Reducing 'p' to _a. very .:small· _value would not lead to any great 
, . " advantage, as t4is 'woul.d greatly 'restrict the amou'nt or feeding 
· .•. allowable during 'the return .stroke, to avoid interference with the kerf 
-~ .. l ~ face· _at the top of the $troke. · · · • • . -
. ...... •, ' . 
.. 
. . 
. . . 
" .... 8. The initial assumpt~ons made <:oncerning the ~izes· and shapes of 'the 
arel1S,cut out, as shown in Figure (3-6), are proven invalid by the tooth 
traces . . It appears that -cutting does not begin at the first 'ledge',· but 
~ather at some .lower point, depending on the feed values involved . . 
" . ';' 
·. . : ' • ., . . ... 
0. Although the equation eKpressing the area bet~eeri the .curves for. the 
assumed li~its. is correct, it does ·not ·accu-rately . reflect the area . 
· .removed by the centre tooth. For the extremely ' low .. feed rates 
. calculate~,~ the .area .between 'the .curves_ over the range of integration . 
. does· n·ot faJI' wholly ·within the area of the remaining kerf (sing)~ 
..• ~nt~hed area). Th~s, the expression 'for enclosed a·rea will include an 
amouni 'or _open space .. along· wit'ft kerf ·p.fofile space. Equating this to 
the· toot.h gullet area therefore induces a· large degree or conservatism. 
" . . ' .  . -. - ~ . 
~ ' ' 
" · In . light . of ;~liese new . ?bservations, particularly the . la.St two, new 
• I ,•· nss'umptians 0 will b,e made regarding the area(s) ~f the • ce.ntr~ tooth,'s . cut, 
. . 
. · Equt\'tiqn' · {3.23) will be '!e'nssessed to 
. . . 
better reflect the . true situation, while 
. ~ . 
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· 3.6. EQUATION SOLUTIONS- RE-ITERATION ( . 
.. 
. Equation forms developed in Section (3.3.1} . will be us~.d · direc~ly in · this· 
revised . ·analysi~,. with . simply the . introductio.n ~ or n·~~· ·~i~its . . 0~ integratio~ . 
. • • . . 4 • . .. . .• 
Assuming that sa.wi.ng begins at . the' . next lowest '.le~ge, 'and that once again a 
. ,/ ' ' . . . 
wedge-shap~·d portion and a solid ' strip less a ··wedge slice· are .<:ut,· ·th~ itpp.cr li.niit. ·· 
. 
------becomes ~0.5 i'n: .· The-lower. limit remains ~3.0 rn·. .., · 
From Equation (3.3), the constant area under the . stationary curve portion 
. 
.' of xc(v,l) is 0.2007 ·in2. From Equation (3.7) the area under the feed curvu ts 
0 .. 










~ ' ~ 
. . ~.he total area u·nder the trace xc(v,t) between the new- limits {for w: = 2~ .. 18 




0.2138 A 0.02366 R + 0.,2007 (3.27) : 
/'~ -o 
.. 
The new limits of integration for x a( v,t}, the adjacent tooth, arc~ 
- ~ 
•' 
at v= 0.5; v~= 0.75 I at v..;_ 3.0; . , 1.75 v= -
I . . 
The first five terms or Equation (3.11.} give 0.3058 + 3.125P in2 as the a.reo. .undcr 
• , , I 
t~e sta.tionary .curve. From quation (3.7l the ar~·a under the reed cur~e is: · 
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A . - 0.1663 A . - 0.03039-R + 3.125,8 + 0.305$ a . • (3.29) 
. . 
Finally! the area e~~~/x~he traces is: ... , 
0.5 I ( • • 
!x ( tJ;t} :_: x· ( v,t)J dv 
_ 3_ a , c . 
., 
J 
+ 3.l~5.8+ 0.0475 A - 0.00673 R--....._ (3.30) 
-~ 
. I • 
~. 
: •. t ~ .' 
• • • ,,1 
. .. · 
' . • :;. 
. . . 
} . · . . . '· 
·I , ·' 
. ·., . 
. ·. ··~ 
. . 
. . ~ .. :. ~ 
. . ~ . . ·. 
·.~ ·. 
. ,· ,•.' 
~ew solutions based on the revised Equati?n J3.3q) are generated as before, and .....___~- ·· 
I are listed in. Table (3-3). I -
Table 3-3: Parameter ~olutions - Second· Iteratiol! 
. , .. 
. I 
j • . . 
.1 -mm· (in) · A f!lmfsec (ips) R mm/sec (ips) 
' .. , 
O.OQO , , 4.240 (0.1673) 5.004 (0.1910) 
.· Q.t27 (0.0~5) ~.48fr{0.1766) 3.277 (0.1290) 
o.~s4 (o:oto) 4.732 (0.1863) -- 1.549· (o.o6to) 
· o~381 (Q.O,lS) · · 4;97'3 (O':Hl58) . -0.178 (-0.0079) 
- o~508 (o:o2o) . 5.212 (0.20J;2) -1.905 (-o.o75o) 
. *0.~68 (O.Oi45) '· 4:948 (O.J94S) o.oon · · 
I 
*calc\,llated . ' 
., 
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Examinations .of the equation$, solu.tions· and plot again bring to· liglit .some 
interesting features: . .....:3 · . 
. . 
_., 1. ·calculated maximum allowable feed rates are still low - the · 
lmpr~ov·ement pver the previous results is insignificant. · . 
:2-: The a~~a b~tween the stationary cut~es ove_r ihe new, shoric( rarfg~ · ~ . 
has. a~fually .incre~ed by almo~t double; !rom 0~05.62 i~2 ~ ~. 105l in~._ ~ 
Th·~· IS' due t~ the curVed -n~ture or the~r :, p·aths, creatmg a cross-over 
point above which the area is numerically n·egativ~. · It is this negative 
region whish is decreased '~hen the . range is s~ortened , th~reby 
increasing the actual area value. 'This offsets much or the n.dvanta·ge 
gained thr,ough a lesser area- accounted for ~y the blade inclination.-
3. 'p! values remain low enough to still justify earlier assumptions. 
.. . 
4. The profile is aga_in cleared on the upstroke . 
. 
5. The range speed. again becomes negative as interference _.values are 
allowed to increase. · ' -
6. Cutting still begins at a point below that ·.assumed in the initial 
derivation of the equations.. . 
' . 7.~n, th~~cross-.hatch'ed ar~a doe~ not cover the entire area between 
the curves over the interval -in question. 
It -is .obvious that the maximum allowable feed rate is · ul~mately !imitcd, 
I !ega~dlcss of the : blade angle or integration range assumed. ;, The gener.al 
co~clusionl to be made ·therefore is that giv~-n the existing blade and sys.tc_m 
I . , • 
~onditions, high log· throughput r.at~s ar:e an i~possibility . . lmp~ovemcnt · is t~us 
. ' . ~ . 
~ possible- only through ·a. variation_or on.e ·or more or the set parameters: , 
. 
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-4 . ......:1. 
• 0 ' 
, ... 
feed rate for an associated frequency .increase is not necessary, . it will ·not be 
.. 
• 0 
/ .. discussed further .. Increase~ feed may ·also be realiz.ed . tbrou~h a redtlcti.on in tho. 
t ~ ' . ~ ' .. ' . 
. . :' 
. .. 
. . ~ ,. I : .. 
I 
\ 
' ~. . .. 
depth of Jog beh;tg sawn. As this would depen'd o~ the particUlar circ~mstances, it' 
doe~ not pertain to the calculation~ here. ·. A change. in ·.the phnse .angle :;9,. may.· 
. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . : : "' .. . . . . 
· prov-ide a · ~light ·feed ·impro~ement, but · would ~ be :acc.ompal1ie~ by · ·i.ncreascd .· 
interference. · •' \ 
0 ' • 
Th~ remaining parameters to consid~r are th·e blade geometrical factors or 
. ~ 
pitch arrd gullet area. The first is directly · incorporated into the derivations 
v \ ' 
leading to the three governing equatiops, and thus .an exploration of its effect on 
• 
feed 'rates would invqlve considerable alteraii'ons.: An initial empirical 
examination .or standard tooth . profiles shows that gullet .area- is. somewhat related . 
' ' . 
• 0 
to pitch, and thus greater aUowable fee.ds 'might realistically be expected · with 
i greater p it~h v a!u e~; ·; Howe•er, an in creased pitch' wolild incre.S~_ ;he horizon ta! . . 
offset between teeth (1e; the 'fJ' factor), and thus neg~te .a proportionate ar(lq~mt 
.. . . . 
of. the newly gained gullet area . . A greater pitch_ .would_ ri.lso raise ~~e _point or 
maximum · iri't~rfe~ence, . ~( d;scribed "in "section. (3.4.1 ), and th'tu~ incrc~c .. 
. ~ ,· 
• • ~ ~ .. . , • I ' I ' 
interference by increasing· the log advance duririg the initial: p~rioil or upstroke. A 
. : · . . . ', . 
ie~ser pi_t.eh .would less~n the available gullet' area, but .also lc~~en 0 the horizontal 0 
.· . . 
. ' . 
' .. · .. . 
0 I ) 
·· .. ·: 
. ~ ... 
:. ' ·' 
• · I ,' 
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offset and the .interference . . 
.. 
· ~· .•·: 
; ' 
. . . 
.. ~, 0 • ' 
, . 1: · • ~, A ~?re feasible ~ppr~acb .a~ _this' time,. is th.e~. c~n~id~ration .or greater gullet . 
~ ~ 'l: . 'are~ for. saw blades with. pitch as 'assumed throu·ghout the· analysis. This is·· . · ... ~ .: : <::: 
. 
~· ·:., • • ...... 0 
' ·. det~il~d i~· . the roncivling ~e~ti~n. ··.At a later time, ext.r.aneou; 'io. t~is stud~~ th~ ·. :·~~~; 
:: \' • , • , - • ' • , • \ ' t , , p ' fib • ', r • , ' • 
;: :: . 
0 combined erre~ts or small~r pitch· values and, d~eper gullets will' ·c examined. . .. :.- ·:~~ 
~~· ' • , ' , o ' o I o • 0 ' ... • ' o ' I • ·.~: 
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3.7. EQ-UATION SOLU~IONS ·-DEEPER. ~ULLETS · 
. . 
Gullet areas for rive standard North America~ band _saw blad-e . teeth; ~. 
. . . 
. ~ .  . . . 
sho'"!n in Figure. (3-15)10, .are listed ii1 the adjoining table· (as estimated through 
. . . . . . .: . . : . . . . 
' ' . .. t~e mcth'o4 de~cribeq in Section (3.3) above). 'Solutions to. the· three simultaneous 
. . 
. , 
cq~ntion·s for each ,of ~he . var~o~s gullet areas .( di~ide.d .by the assumed E.F ~ of 1.5) 
I . . . . , 
' . i . ' . . . . . 
·for a rnnge of interferences ar.e as listed in 'rable (3-5). Plots for selected valueS. 
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Table 3-4: ·Gullet Areas (est.) for 1.25 inch Pitch 
Gullet Depth (in) . I) Gullet Area (mm~) Gullet Area (in2). 
. . ~. '· 
0 
0.3750 180 0.2700: 
0.4375 203 0.3147 
~--
0.50CO 228 0.353·& 
" 
0.5625 257 0.3{)84 
0.6250 . ''320 .0.4{)60 
1. As the gullet area has increased, so has the tesulting '/3' value, but not 
to a point whe~;e the original assumption has becorne invalid. 
Considering .the maximum 'P' listed o'r 3.137 degrees, or 0.0548 
radians; sin (0.054-8) = 0.0547. • 
2. In all plots shown it appears that the entire kerr profile is clcnred on 
the upstroke. 
' ' . 
3. As gullet area5 increase, 'R' h~ a tendency to, become' negative 'n.t' n. 
progressiv.ely higher rate of interference,•nnd not at n.ll for the deepest · 
gullets. . . 
4. As ex·pected, ufe~e is . a, considerable increase in the maximum 
allowable log velocities . calculated. -_Y alues for the first deeper gullet, · 
o:4375 in., are more than twice ~hose determined fo~ the initinl gull<!t 
. _depth. · Similarly, the _ velocities are about · 3,5_ tlmes be tier ror the 
0.5000 in. gullet, about 5 times. bette.r for the 0.5625 in.· gullet, and 
f - . . 
· more than 8 times b~~ter for the deepest, 0..625 in. gullet. 
' . .. . 
5.- As before, at -a zero interfcr_e_nce level, 'R' exceeds 'A''· with · the 
difference becoming much greater with the progression through the 
~ range -of gulle~s. · • .... 
. . t. 
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Table 3-6; Pararn~ter Solutions- Deeper Gullets 
. _ I mm (in) 'A mm/sec· (ips) R mm/fj_ec -(ip_s) 
., ~ 
.. 
li!O.OOO 9.304. '(0 .~66) 10.955 (0.431) 
0.127 (O.OOS) 9.545 (0.376) ·9,228 (0;363) 
. 0.254·(0.010) ... 9.787 (0.385).' . 7.501 (0.295) 
0.381 (0.015) ' 10.0~~q0.395). . 5.773 (0.227) 
*0.508 (0.020) 10.269 (0.404} -. 4.046 (0.159) 
_0.635 (0.025) . 10.511 (0:414) 2.319 (0.091) 
0.762 (0.030) 10.749 {0.423) 0.592 (0.023) 
0.889 (0.03.)) 10.991 (0.433) -1.135 (-0.045) 
0.805 (0.03~} 10:833 (0.427) 0.0000 
*0.000 ·14.785 (0.582) 
0.254 (0.010) 15.268 {0.600 
0.508 (0 . 020) . 15.748 (0.620) 
*0.762 (0.030) . "16.231 (0.639) 
1.106 (f>.040) 16.713J0.658) 
1.270 (0.050) 17.193 (0.677) . 









·*o.ooo 21.158 {0.833) · 24.910 (o.g81) 
0.254 (0.01 •21.641 (0.852) 21'.445 (0.845). 
. 0.508 {0. 20) 22.121.(0.871) Ht001 (0.709) · 
. 0.762' {0.030) 2 .6 • (0.890) 14.547 (0.573) 
· *1.106 (0.040) 23 .. 086 - (0.QO~) 11.092 (0.437) . 
. 1.270 {0.050) .23.566 (0-.928) . 7·.638 {0~301).~ 
























o l .. 0 
'····· ' *0.000 .. 34:g86 (·1.377) .. 4l.lg1 {1.622) 3.137 
~-·. · · (- . 0.254 (0.010) 35.4~g (1.3Q6) ' 37.737 (i.486) ·'3.104 
;·.;·_:·· : . 0.508 (O~Q_20) · ~5.Q4g' _(1.415) 34.282 (1.350) . ' 3.071 
~.·~ .. 0.6250 , o:162 (Q:930) 36.431 (1.434) · 30.828 {1.~14) 3.037 
; . 
_ ..... ' . 
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~M- ·· . . *1.270 -(~.050) a7._3Q4 (1.472) 2~.g19· (O.Q42) . •·· 2.\17~ . . : 
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. ·· .-·.:,;. 
conditions to illustrate on the plots, a .high interference level had to be 
assumed:. When deciding on an· appropriate gullet ~ize;· this might be 
an unacceptable situation, ruling ol.ki the deepest gullets as possibilities. 
and effectiv~ly . lirrtiting the ul~imate velocities.. · . · 
Enough information has now been compiled concerning the influences of the 
' . . -
' ' 
many factors involved in ~he cutting ·to draw some solid- conclusio~s, and make 
recommendations on the future development of the t-.1UN sash saw. These nrc 
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:~h . .. c ' . 96 • • . • . • ·'Jt~ 
·-- c I!OiliZONTAL SPAll 'roll tACH 'oDU.Cno• POINT liAS BDJI~OEIIWTED -::;J:1 
.· -=:-- ~ c. ' . ... .. . . ' - ~ ~~~ :~ 
; · . 1 D036I•l,Q -... :: 4~;~ 
~: ·-: : - . X(I)•D!7L(.I) ~ -.- :~--
;·~· -·- ,' , '\ Y(t_)•XDISPf-CI) -. ' -"· 
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DATA FOil ~EFLECTED PLATE HORIZONTAL SPAll n, 'oEFLl!'.CttOII 
FOR rio COMPLETE CYCLES HAS. NOI BEEN STQ)ED: 
TO THi-DATA WIU. HOI BE ,ADDE.J) QUANTITIES R!7L!'.CTINO THE NET. 
HOIUZONT~ .DISPLAC!'.,EJIT DUE TO 1.00- FEED ' 
FOillt<T(F7 .3,10X, F8.4) .· 
TYPE•, ' IHAT IS ¥£AN VAt.lJE 'oAYEII:AQE> OF FE!l> SP~ . C1D ill/Ito) T ~ 
ACCEPT•.-A 
-'TYPE., -,wHAT IS AKPLITUI)E fRt~IGE) OF FEED ~NCTIO• (ill ill/no)?' 
ACCEPT•, R . , -
IIAXINT;.o,o74-311•A-o.Oe3its•R .; . 
'TYPE•, 'IHAT is PHASE ADVAIICE OF FEED. S'IME -FUNCTION (dtsriu)?' 
Act:Fl'Tt,ADV . - . 
TYPE•.'WHAT IS FIGURE NUMBER AND ·G~T DEPTHT'~ 




oo1 1.;,-i. t.:.. . 
- ra(o·. 1'2)t (I~iJtP 
IT=W•T - --
Y(I)=Y (I)• (ll/l) • (COS(AD)-COS(AD)+COS,('IT)+SI.(AD) •SIN (IT)) 




H C 1)-!rX (I) 
-"' v (I) ='t (I) 
,-_ CONTINUE _ 
CALL PLOTS cA.U..AXJs ·(l ~o.t . s, • • .-1 •• o •• o • • -s.o. i.o) 




-~~ ~~vrit•:~-lCAI,.',' D~~- •• u:.c'f','IO~ . ','(lla)'/ 
- DA'TA··T7/'HDill', •zon~:·AL s• , •pAJJ ','(iD)'/ 
, CAI.L-- SYJOII]L(4;6,1 . 1,0~14,T8,0.0,24) . 
c~ .SYIIBDLCo. !i7 ;2. 12:o~ 14, T'7 ,D0.0,20) -·~ALL. DUIIP f"' . ·' ' . J 
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v ~)l~-t;~~i:}i(~l~:r~::·~~t~~·~;'(1~t.~l-t·~~~>v~~~~:f1; :'~'J~t .. :1~f1J.:i.'~~:~t.:,~;~i~ t~.\ ~~?.r;r~;;·=~~-~\·~~'f.~~i(r!~ /(!77·{:~~~~~-!~:·~~~r"'·':f;. ;Jf:::;:.t:'~1~·J:~~;"~ ~~~~ \:~-;~~ Kf,:~~.t;?.~~(r~ ~~::~~·if¥~~~~ ~:~~r·~':::r- (::;::~ .. -·:'·~:;,:· ·:~ ~>· : ~: :-: ~:··' ·_~,_,:::~ -~~--~'-~:·;>.:. ·-~~--·(:_, __ : ~-~.-:-_:: .. -~_/·:- . ::~<:: __ ) :~~:':. -;:-.1· ·· .. ;.~:~?~~; :'~_ ·<: _:'/._:-- -:;~:.··.: ·-··:/~ - : ~-: ?\-·:::-:: .. _-.: --1: ·;-:-; ~:-~~'.' : : : ·:~:<:' . Y::t:: ·~--~:~'-?8f;~f:: .. 
,<, .. . ,r. . . --•• - ' : • _... • . ' . ' : . ' .- . ... • .. (l f~~~-·_ . . , ' 97, '- -. ! ·,~ ~.:··/\~ 
~.~ .. . ~. ·~ ~~ :·.:.::l~ 
,l • ..! ' ~ •• .. :·~~ .. t ·. . . . -· . . , ·. ·~. 
:"> :. - DATA Tli~FI!!D', ·, m•. ·m •'·, • ·, • ,. . • • •• • ·'/ · ··;.______· , -:-·,~ .-:.:~- \,- CALL &liBcL(1.8,e.c;o . 21~T1,0.o,2&> _ :_-,:.: 
~-~. - . • CALL. DlJIP· 1::~ ·. · .- --;' ·_ . · \ ' 
·~··. DATA .T2/'• CO','S(tt',') b','/"c'/ . \ ·: .• 
~::~:.~ - " ~ SYIIIOLC5. 7e·;e.4,0.21. T2,o.o, 1e> · · ,:·· · 
> " cW. DUJip - ~\ \ ._- . , 
.,_ ·. -(AU. lt1IBD(8.,6&.~.4·.o.21.0.0,A, '(FS.4) ',8) \\• . ~ .~i 
... _. ~ CAi.t._DUIIP · . · ·. · · • ' · · :· · .. 
..-;_.; cALL lfUIIBER(c.ss,e.4,o.2l',o.o,P., ··ae.•> • .e> .· \'.".·: 
,, .. ,. \ CALL D\1Mt. ---- • · . . ... 
-~::--· · DATA T4/'FlC ·.'·.i ·.·· ·.· . ·.· ill','. cu•,•\ltt.: / . .-;·.-~ ~ - : CALi. SYIIBOLCii&-t~,0,21, T.i,0.0,28) ·· --; ·_-
..... CAIJ. DUIIIP • · . · . · . ... "" 
. ,:~·-
.. · ..... 









DATA'T&/' · -.. •,• . .. _ •, ', -, •, '1:11. •, 'Intl','rfer'. 'ince'/ 
CALL SYMB(ILC6.a0,0.6,0,21,T6,0.0,28) 
CALL DUIP ' . I -· • • 
-CALL XYPLoTCl. 7&,0'.46,!) . 
CALL XYPLOTC2.00~0.C6,2) 
CALL 'XYPLOT(1.76,0.46,2) 
CALL HuiBER(2.811-;0;6,0.21,0.0,2.0, 'Ci2)', IFIO) 
. CALL I DliiP . . " . . 
CALL rUEER($.18,0.6,0.2t,O.O,iiin., 'CF5.4) • .'e> . 
CiAu DUMP- · ·• - . 
CALL 1MmD(e.oc·,o.&,0.21,0;0,1WCIJT, • (F5.4) • ,II) 
cAJi'DUIP ·, . . v ~ ' _. _' .• · ' · . ' • • 
TYPE•; 'CHAliCE TO TH-Ill PD AND HIT 1-' TO cciJITIJIUE' 
:: ACCFJ'T•~OPTIOII . . . . . . · - . · _-· . . 
IP(O_PTIOIC.R.'l)G~- TQ. - .400~ . . . 
.'CDIITIIfUE .. ' . • . . ; 
CALI;: LiKE(X, ~ ,:11, 1,0;0,0.14) · . . 
CALL DUmt .~ . . . -· ·_ ·. . :• 
. _. 
·' . 
• • • • ••• • . ' ; !) 
C ·. THIS .StcTIOII PROVIDrs FOR, THE PLOTTIIIG. OF-ADDITIOIIAL BLADE 
C ' -TEEtH- THROUGH .IKCl.USIOII OF vERTICAL AIID HORIZOITAL OFFSE~~ -
C • • • -. ! .. :.... . ' 1 : r ' I • \ ' ' • ' • • • ' • i • -
- • _· ' · TYPE• _, ~ IHA T IS SAl BLADE · AIIGLE ( •n CCI 1' roa 1'trt) II DEGREES?.' 
' .- _· ,' ACC!l'T•,BLDAIQ . 
' ~Nai£-utDAib•?I/180; 
' rYPE•, 'IHAT IS SAI ·T~OTH PITCH ·(inchu)?• • 
ACCEPT•.~ITC~ 
1150 . . TYPE•, 'IHIC:H. TOOTH ~~-·~.··, or, 6) DO.YQU IISH PLOT~t· 




. . • .. 
t ••• • 
. ·. 400 ' 
·_\ 
< • •• • 
•, ' · 
• .• 1 .. · .'·. 
. • _.· :· ' ' . 
· - . ·ACC!l'Tt ,lfBLI) 
-. 
IP(HBLD.EQ.l)GO TO' ·!00 . '~ - ... 
IF(NBLD;Lt.l)GO TO !00 
-'IF(N8t.o.at~S)CO TO aoo 
. CALL aUDE(H;V,NBLD,Piti:k,AIIGLE,If,XX,'YY) 
~(Nt1)•·5.0 - ·· . ' 
Yv(II+U•U.Ii 
X,X(Jit~)•l ~ 
YY(Jitll)•·t~O . -.. , 
-:qW, LJIE()O(, 'YY,II,l,O;O,O.l4) 
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